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TUELECTRIC July 2,1992

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

SUBJECT: COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION (CPSES)
DOCKET NOS. 50-445 AND 50-446
10 CFR 2.206 PETITION SUBMITTED BY
KOHN, KOHN & COLAPINTO REGARDING
COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC STATION

Gentlemen:

On July 30, 1991, the law firm of Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C. (Petitioners)
submitted a request under 10 CFR 2.206 alleging that Texas Utilities
Electric Company (TV Electric) made material false statements regarding the
design of pipe supports in the operating license proceeding for Comanche
Peak Steam Electr'.c Station (CPSES). The NRC published a notice of this
petition in the Federal Register on September 5. 1991 (56 Federal Register

43946).

As requested by a member of your staff. TU Electric is submitting the
enclosed copy of an internal evaluation of the Petitioners' allegations
which the NRC reviewed during its investigations of the Petitioner'
allegations. This evaluation is supported by an extensive number of
references, most of which are already on the CPSES docket. The remaining
references which have not been previously docketed, are identified in
Attachment 1, and are also enclosed with this letter.

Sincerely,

5f '

Roger D. Walker
Manager of Regulatory Af f airs for NEO

RDW/ds
Attachment with Enclosures (6)
Enclosure

c - Mr. R. D. Martin, Region IV
Dr. Thomas Murley, NRR
Resident inspectors, CPSES (2)
Mr. T. A. Bergman, NRR
Ms. Virginia VanCleave. 01
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto
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Attachment to TXX-92305
Page 1 of 1

LIST OF REFERENCES NOT PREVIOUSLY DOCUMENTED

Enclosure Document Descriution

1. Hasan y, Nucleor Power Services. Inc., Case No.
86-ERA-24, " Recommended Decision and Order"
(Oct. 21, 1987) and " Final Decision and Order"
(June 26, 1987)

_

2. Excerpt of DOL Proceeding Oral Deposition of
David M. Rencher (May 29, 1987). pp. 120-121,
124-125, 260, 264, 270

3. Comanche Peak Quality Assurance Plan, Section
3.0.2, 3.0.3

4. Procedure CP-EP-4.6, * Field Design Change Control,"
Rev. 8. Section 3.1.1

5. Procedure CP-EI-4.5-4, " Technical Services Engineering
Instruction for Pipe Hanger Design Review and
Certification." Rev. 4, Section 3.1.1

6. Excerpt of DOL Proceeding Oral Deposition of
George M. Chamberlin (June 2, 3, 1987), pp. 182-183

-
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!Enclosure 1 of Attachment to TXX-92305 :
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Hasan v. Nuclear Power Services. Inc., Case No. i
86-ERA-24,'" Recommended Decision and Order" !

.(Oct. 21, 1987) and " Final Decision and Order" |
(June.26, 1987) !
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U.S. Department of Labor on.c. et Ace.n.sur., u. man .'
.

San Frances:o Caiitorma 94'05
*' b J *\21 t tJaen Street See 6C0 *%
* ' '

.

(415) 974-0514 Suite 600
, '- *

FTS 8 454-0514

2 i OCT 1987DATE:
CASE NO. 86-ERA-24

IN THE MATTER OF

S. M. A. HASAN
COMPLAINANT

v.

NUCLEAR PCWER SER'/!'_ES , INC.,
STONE & WFSSTER ENGINEERING CORP.,
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC CO., INC.

RESPONDENTS

Appearances

Theras J. Mack, Attorney
Michael D. Kohn, Attorney
Stephen M. r' o h n , Attorney

Government Accountabilitv Project
25 E. Streat, N.W., 'ui te 700
Wash:ngton, D. C. 20001

For Complainant

Harvey C. Welkoff, Attornay
Katrina Weinig, Attorney

R: pes & Gray
225 Franklin S*raet
Besten, MA 02110

For Respendents

BEFORE: ALFRED LINDEMAN,
Administrative Law Judge

RECOMMENDED DECISION AND ORDER

T."is is a proceeding under the Energv Reorganization Act of
1974 (the "Act"), 42 U.S.C. S5851, and 'the applicable ragulations

set forth at 29 C.F.R. Parts 18 and 24. After appropriate notice
to interested parties, a hearing was held in Dallas, Texas, on June
22 and 23, 1987. Prior te 'he hearing, by Order Granting Partial
Summary Judgrert Dismissina Complaint, dated June 17, 1987, certain

| charges were dismissed as time-barred; specifically, allegations
| that respondents Texas Utilities Elec*ric Co. and Nuclear Powers
| Systeer,, Inc. (hereinafter "Texa.c Utilities" and "NPSI"
I respectively~) had violated the Act bv terminating complainant in
i August and October of 1985 because of his having engaged in
;

|

.

.
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protected "whistleblower" activities. The remaining issue
presented for adiudication is whether the same alleg'd activities
caused complainant to be " blacklisted" when respondent Stone &
Webster Engineering Corp. (hereinafter " Stone & Webster") failed to
hire him in January / February 1986 1/

Findinos of Fact

General Findings

Complainant was employed by NPSI as a civil structural
engineer at Texas Utilities' Comanche Peak nuclear power plant

] between January 1982 and August 1985. Sometime before August of
1985, Texas Utilities determined to reorganize its pipe support
group f rom one consisting of multiple contractors, of which NPSI
was one, to a single, new contractor, Stone & Webster. Shortly -

before the time set for the reorganization, Texas Utilities'
managerent personnel created a list of all the 110 engineers on the
proyect with a recommendation indicating whether supervisors
believed the individual was a candidate Stone & Webster should
hire, consistent with the fact that the contract had a short
completion deadline. The recommendation was reflected solely by a
designatier such as "yes," " hire," "no" or "maybe." Approximately
50 individuals were rated "yes" or " hire," 33 were rated "no," and

Complainant was rated as a "no." RX 68; TR
"maybe.",/25 were rated
555-558 2 In August 1985, after interviews with all27-29, 35-38,

the engineers whc had been on the project, Stone & Webster decided
to make icb offers to about 79, of which complainant was not one.
He was then releasad back to NPSI's New Jersey offices where he
worked until laid off due to a reduction in force on or about
October 17, 1985. Later, in January 1986 he attended a Stone &
Webster hiring "open house," was interviewed again and advised in
Februarv 1986 that he was not to be hired.

Ccmplainant then filed a series of charges with the Ecual
-

Employment Opportunity Commission, alleging that he had been
discriminated against because of his religion and his age. He
filed the instant complaint, denominated an " Amended Complaint," on
February 18, 1956, alleging that he had " suffered a series of
reprisals on the iob," that "he =as continually harassed while
attempting to comply with NRC rules and regulations and internal
implementing procedures," and that he was "not hired by Stone &
Webster" because of "their knowledge and/or belief of his
engagemert in protected activitities."

if In tne absence of a determination that blacklisting occurred in
January / February 1986, the charge that.the Act was violated as a
result of the alleged blacklisting of complainant when he was not
hired by Stone & Webster in August 1985 would also be time-barred.
See Ecenreider v. Metropolitan Edison Companv/G.P.U., 85-ERA-23
(Opinion cf he Secretary of Labor, dated April 20, 1987).

2< "RX" and "CX" refer to Respondents' and Complainant's Exhibits,
respec-ively: "TR" or "T" refers to the transcript of the hearing
or deposition cited. -

__ _
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As the main support for his copplaint, complainant cited his
frequent raising of " safety concerns" to management and his
oft-repeated th at to "go to the NRC" unless his concerns were
satisfied; He 62so claims he telephoned an employee of the NRC
beginning in February of 1985 to convey these " safety concerns."
Having considered the entire record in this case, including the
relevant documents, the testimony of the witnesses who appeared
before me, the videotaped testimony of the NRC employee and, in
particular, claimant's demeanor at the hearing, I find that his
version of events is simply not believable.

For example, the record is replete with evidence that coth
before and during his employment at Comanche Peak he had chronic
" personality" problems with co-workers, mainly due to the fact that
he is an Indian-born Moslem and he felt there was animosity between
him and other engineers who are Hindus. As a consequence of such
differences during the course of his 3-1/2 years at Comanche Peak,
though he was considered a good engineer in terms of being a good
"numoers cruncher," he was transferred at least twice. Another
source of continuing disagreement between complainant, one
supervisor, and his co-workers at Comanche Peak stemmed from the
fact that his duties involved " checking" calculations of other
engineers. There were multiple independent sets of design

~

criteria, namely, those created by NPSI and those crsated by two
other centractors. The fact that there was criticism of the use of
different sets of criteria was well known, but it was the accepted
practice at the time for each contractor's calculations to be
checked accordinc to that same contractor's set of criteria;
comolainant, however, would repeatedly "reiect" calculations of
other engineers because he checked them against another
contractor's set of criteria. He also had a propensity for letting
his cc-workers know, in an abrasive wanner, confirmed by his
derea.cr on cross-examination at the hearing, that he considered
himself to be a superior engineer.

The record also discloses: 1) at no time prior to being
-

informed he was not ceing hired by Stone & Webster in August 1985
did complainant ever see fit to convey his criticism about
"inctnsistent design criteria" or any other " concern" about safety
to the en-site "Safetaam" unit, which was intended co receive any
such concerns anonymously; 2) complainant did not communicate any
of his concerns to an outside organization, " CASE," that was
partictpating in an ongoing NRC proceeding involving the Comanene
Peak project; 3) in numerous letters complainant directed to
elected puolic officials from the President on down, as late as
December 19c5, he related his lack of employment to his beina a
member of an " utter minority" and did n,et mention anything about
safety concerns.

With respect to the " threats" complainont made "to go to the
NRC," I find that although he 1'd make such statements and they
were known to some of his co-wurkers, there is absolutely no
evidence that sucP comments caused him to be sanctioned,
reprimanded, warned or in any way reigned an during the remainder

|
|
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of his tenure; indeed, the record indicates that he continued to
receive raises even though his difficulty wirt co-workers continued
unabated. Based on the totality of the recor'J, therefore, I find
that compIainant's statements regarding the FRC had no effect at
all on Texas Utilities' recommendation to St')9f & Webster. As far
as the content ins regarding the teiephone calls to the NRC are ;

concerned, Ahmed, the employee in question 'estified emphatically.

and convincing 1v that complainant called him well in advance of the
August 1985 reorgani:ation in an attempt to locate future
employrent and safety concernt- were never mentioned. Considering
the covious self-interest of complainant and the evident lack of
bias on tne part of Ahmed, I speH fically reiect complainant's'

account of those communications.

In summary, I find that Texas Utilities recommended that Stone
& Webster not hire complainant in August of 1985 solely because of
his history.of personality problems with co-workers, which was
deemed rot te be conducive to working on an assignment with a
short-term completion deadline. I also find no evidence that NPSI ,

or Stene & Webster knew any specifics of complainant's past work
record, his practice of rejecting co-workers' calculations or his
statements regarding the NRC; nor is there any credible evidence
that Stone & Webster treated complainant disparately from some 31
other engineers who were not offered jobs in August of 1985. AF
far as the record regarding the interview and re-evaluation of
omplainant in January 1986 is concerned, I am persuaded by the
nvincing testimony that the decision not to hire was made solely
the ground that "back in August we had made a decision not to ,

re Mr. Hassa, and I_couldn't see any reason why in January or
Februarv we would change our mind to hire bim" TR 568: also, that
com;;ainant was again treated in the same mannar as another
engineer who was also re-interviewed but not hired on the basis of
the pract reJectio .

Seac:fic Findines

Having fully reviewed the prooosed findings of fact filed by
the parties, I find that with only a minor modification,
espondents' are consistent with my analysis of the documentarv

record and my observations of the testimony and demeanor of the
witnesses. I therefore adopt and incorporate herein by reference
Respondents' Proposed Findings of Fact Nos. 1 through 120, dated

,

August 6, 1987, including the record citations in support thereof,'

with the modification that in Finding No. 66 the reference to Mrs.
Hasar havine been present in the courtroom on the first day of the
hearing is stricken.

Conclusione of Law

Section 210 of the Act prohibits the discharge of, or other
djserimination against, an employee because he or she engaged in or
was aoout to engage in some activity protected by the Act. 42
U.S.C. 55S51 Thus, the record in this case must establish: first,
trat compla:nant had engaged in some protected activity within the

.

{
' _ _ _ .,- _ . _ - , _ - . _ _ _ _ ._ - , . . . _ . . _ _ - _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _.
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meaning of the Act before Stone & Webster determined not to hire
him; second, that the decision not to hire hin, was at least in part
due to tha. activity.

_

No protected activity

It is essentially complainant's position that a prima facie
case of protected activity is established by the evidence of his
disputes with co-workers and one supervisor, which were
manifestations of " safety concerns," coupled with the evidence that
he either communicated those concerns to the NRC or at least
expressed threats to do so. I must disagree for several reasons.

.

First, it must be observed that notwithstanding the obvious
beneficent purposes of the Act and the concomitant need to weigh
factual records liberally with a view toward furthering those
purposes, I know of no authority that would allow a problem
employee to insulate himself from unemployment by the mere naking
of comments aoout his work and threats to go to the NRC. In other
words, given the self-evident fact that virtually anything an
engineer on a nuclear power project says about his work can be
construed to " relate to safety," an employee, such as complainant
in this case, could guarantee his future continued employment by
periodically reper ing the phrase "I have a safety concern and I
may go to the NRC." As the Fifth Circuit stated in a slightly
different context, "section 210 does not sanction this type of
abuse, and an employer need not tolerate it." Dunham v. Brock, 794

F.2d 1037 (5th Cir. 1986). Thus, where, as in this case, it is
found that complainant himself never pursued those ratters about
whien he had any " concerns" at the time they arose and that he did
not begin to characterize those matters as safety complaints until
long after his non-hiring by Stone & Webster in August 1985, I
. conclude that such comments as he made about his work during his
tenure fror 1982 through August 1985 were not protected activities
within the meaning of the Act.

Moreover, even assuring for the sake of argument that
complainant's comments and threats were intended by him and
understood by his employer as being safety related, since this
case arises in the Fifth Circuit they can be considered protected
activities only if communicated to the NRC. As indicated above,

however, it is found that complainant's comments and threats were
not communicated to the NRC until long after both Texas Utilities'
-recommendation that he not be hired and Stone & Webster's decision
not to hire him. It is also clear that he was not a quality
control inspector. Accordingly, I conclude that the activity
cannot be deemed protected. Brown & Root, Inc. v. Donovan, 747

F.2d 1029 (5th Cir. 1984): Mackowiak v. University Nuclear Systems,
735 F.2d 1159, 1163 (9th Cir. 1984).1/

f/ The Secretary of Lacor's recent "non-acquiescence" of Brown &
_

Root in Willy v. The Coastal Corporation and Coastal States
Managerent Corp., Case No. 85-CAA-1 (June 4, 1987), is noted. See,

however, Hyatt v. Heckler, 807 F.2d 376 (4th Cir. 1986), and cases
*

| cited at n. 4, p. 379.
i
|

I
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No discrirination

As indicat:1 above, it is found that neither Texas Utilities'
non-hiring recommendation regarding complainant nor Stone &
Webster's decicion not to hire him was based even in part on his
prior comrents or threats; that instead the recommendation by Texas
Utilities was made solelv on tha basis of his history of not
getting along with co-workers and the decision by Stone & Webster
was cade solely on the basis of that recommendation, their own
interviews, and without knowledge of the specific reason for the
recor endatien. It has also been found that complainant's lay-off
by NPSI in October of 1985 was unrelated to any of his comments or
threats, and was instead a purely business determination, namely,
lack of work in the industry. Under these circumstances, it is
concluded there was neither blacklisting nor discrimination within
the reaning of the Act. See Macko.'iak v. University Nuclear
Svsters, ruera: Dunhar v. Brock, suorar DeFord v. Secretary of -

Lacor, 700 F.2d 281 (6th Cir. 1983).

Atteraav's fees and costs

Both sides have asserted that their respective attorney's fees
and costs be paid by the other. Since complainant has not
prevailed, thet: is clearly no basis for his fees or costs being
paid by respondents. Though I do believe complainant's counsel has
pursued tnis action much f urther than warranted by the demonstrably
weak facts of the case, I cannot say there has l'en such an abuse
of tne svstem as would reauire assessing respondents' fees and
ecsts agai st eerplainant.

ORDER

It is therefore ordered that the complaint of S. M. A. Hasan
te d;srissec against all respondents.

.

t

!

ALF D LINDCMAN
Ad inistrative Law Judge

San Francisco, California

.

.
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S. M. A. Hasan SERVICE SHEET
'

15715 Crystal Grove
Houst- TX 77082 86-ERA-24

Micrc b. Kohn, Esc. Administrator.

Government Accountability Wage and Hour Division
Prciect Employment Standards Administration

25 "E" Street, NW, Sta. 700 U.S. Deoartment of Labor
Washirgton, C.C. 20001 Rm S-3502, Frances Perkins Buildirg

200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20210

Billie P. Garde, Esc.
GAP - Midwest Offica
104 E. Wisconsin Avenue - B
Appleton, WI 54911-4897 Cornelius Donoghue

Deputy Associate Solicitor
O/ Solicitor - USDOL

Legal Deoartment Room N-2620, FPB
Nuclear Power Services, Inc. 200 Constitution Ave., N.W.
300 Harmon Meadow Blvd. Washington, D.C. 20210
P. O. Sex 1535
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Monica Gallagher, Assoc. Soliciter
Legal Oepartment J.S. Dept. of Labor - O/ Solicitor
Ste e & Webeter Engineering Div. of Fair Labor Standards

Cer :ratien Poor N-2716, FPB

?. C. Box 2325 200 Constitution Avenue NW
Easten, MA 02107 W a s h i- Ton, D.C. 20210

Harve:, J. Wolkeff Esc.
Ecpes & Or a, William Brock
225 rranklin Straet Secretary of Labor
Best:r., MA C2110 O/ Secretary - USDOL

Room S-2018, PPB
200 Constitution Avenue NW

Nuclear Regulatcry Cnemission Washington, D.C. 20210
Office of Inspection &
Erfercerent
Wasr:ngton, D.C. 20555

M/ n
Curtis L. Poer, Area Director (Nage)"

U.S. Department of Labor / ETA *

Wace & Hour Division
21 OCT 1987525 Griffin St., Rm. 507

Dallas, TX 75202 (Date)

.
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U 5. DEf'ARTMENT OF LAnom

SECRETARY or t. Aeon
W A.S HINGTON. D.C.

DATE: June 26, 1991
CASE NO. 86-ERA-24

IN THE MATTER OF

5.N.A. NASAN,

COMPLAINANT,

v.

NUCLEAR POWER SERVICES, INC.,
STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORP.,
TEXAS UTILITIES ELECTRIC CO., INC.,

RESPONDENTS.

BEFORE: THE SECRETARY OF LABOR

FINAL DECISION AND ORDER

The Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) in this case arising

under the E=ployee Protection Provision of the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended (ERA), 42 U.S.C. I 5851

(1968), submitted a Recommended Decision and order (R. D. and 0.)

recommending that the complaint be dismissed. The facts are well

zumnarized in the R. D. and O. at 2-4.

Briefly, Conplainant was employed from January 1982 to

August 1985 by Respondent Nuclear Power services, Inc. (NPSI) , as

a civil structural engineer working on pipe supports at the

comanche Peak nuclear power plant owned by Respondent Texas

Utilities Electric Coopany (TUEC). When the pipe support

engineering etfort was reorganized in the summer of 1985, one

_______ -____ _ __ _ _ ____ _ ..
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contractor, Respondent, Stone & Webster Engineering Corp., took

over the work of several contractors, including NpsI. TUEC

evaluated all the engineers in the pipe support area and made

recommendations to Stone & Webster on which engineers to hire.

TUEC recom= ended not hiring a number of engineers, including

.

Complainant, and Stone & Webster did not hire him.M In January

1986, complainant applied for work with stone & Webster at

Co=anche Peak but he was not hired. R. D. knd o. at 2.

Corplainant alleged that the negative recommendation by TUEC in

August 1985 and the refusal of Stone & Webster to hire him in

January 1986 were motivated by his numerous safety and quality

co: plaints to management and his threats to complain to the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission during his tenure at Comanche

Peak.D

V George Boerum, personnel manager for stone & Webster,
testified that Stone & Webster made employment offers to 79 of
110 engineers. T. 579-80.

U The ALJ dismissed the complaint against TUEC for terminating
Complainant, and against stone & Webster for refusing to hire him
in August 1985, as untimely because complainant did not file his
co= plaint with the Department of Labor until February 18, 1986.
ALJ Order Granting partial Summary Judgment Dismissing Complaint,
June 17, 1987. The hearing held by the A1J was limited to
whether TUEC and NPSI had blacklisted Complainant causing Stone &
Webster not to hire him in January 1986. I agree with the ALJ's
findings on timeliness. In addition, hovaver, the findings of
the ALJ discussed in the text, from which he concluded that une
Respondents did not blacklist Complainant, apply as well to the
questions of whether TUEC's negative recommendation and Stone &
Webster's refusal to hire in August 1985 were activated by an
intent to retaliate against Complainant for protected activities.
Indeed, the ALJ held that "there was neither blacklisting nor
discrimination within the meaning of the Act." R. D. and o. at

6.
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The ALJ found that the failure of TUEC to recommend that

Stone & Webster hire Complainant was based on his " chronic

' personality' problems with co-workers," R. D. and O. at 3, and

was not based "even in part" on his safaty complaints or threats
i

to go to the NRC. Id at 6. Many of Complainant's problems
'

stemmed from religious differences between Complainant, a Moslem,
,

and some of his co-workers who vero Hindus. Idx at 3. In

addition, the ALJ found that Complainant had an abrasive,

overbearing and superior manner harmful to good working j

relationships with the other engineers and supervisors, li&F
Tinally, the ALJ held that Complainant's layoff by NPSI in

October 1985 was not motivated by his internal complaints or

threats to go to the NRC. 142 at 6.

DISPUTED SETTLEMENT AGREIMENT

on January 27, 1989, Complainant flied a Motion to Enforce

F The ALJ found that Complainant did not engage in protected
activity because he did not pursue his technical concerns about
construction of the Comanche Peak plant Vhen he first made them,
but only characterized them as datety concerns after Stone &
Webster failed to hire him in August 1985. R. D. and O. at 5.

In addition, the AIJ found that complainant's activities of
making internal complaints and threatening to go to the NRC are
not protected activities in the Fifth Circuit, where this case
arises, under Brown &_Reot. Inc. v. bonovan, 747 F.2d 1029, 1036-

(5th Cir. 1984). The Secretary has reiterated, in a number of
cases, respectful disagreement with the holding in Brown & Root,
and in cases arising within the Fifth Circuit has found internal
complaints protected. Bivens v. Louisiana Power & Licht, Case
No. 89-ERA-30, Sec. Dec., June 4, 1991, slip op. at 4-5; Looez v.
vttt_.T_e x a s Ut il it i e s , Case No. 8 6-ERA-25, Sec. Dec. , July 2 6,
1988, slip op. at 5-6; villy v. The-_ Coastal CorporatioD, Case No.
85-CAA-1, Sec. Dec., June 4, 1987, slip op. at 3. Because I
agree with the AL7 on the serits of this case, United Statsa
Postal _leJX. E . of Governors v. Aikan, 460 U.S. 711, 715-16
(1983), I do not address here the internal complaints issue.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Settlement Agreement (Motion to Enforce), asserting that his

attorney and an attorney for Respondent TUEC had entered into a

settlecent agreement. Complainant claimed that one of his former

attorneys and an attorney for TUEC reached an oral agreement on

June 27, 1988, and that the settlement was reduced to writing in

a letter on June 28, 1988. Con C 41nant s.M.A. Hasan's Statement
Iof Tacts and Law in Support of Motion to Enforce Settlement

Agreement and for Attorneys's (sic) Tees (Statement in Support)

at 17< Cc=plainant also asserts that he accepted TUEC's

settic ent offer by a telegram of July 11, 1988, to Robert A.'

Wooldridge, a Dallas attorney representing TUIC. Statement in

Support at 28-30. TUEC opposed the motion, asserting that no

such settle =ent had been reached. The Secretary issued an order

to Shev Cause (CSC) on March 21, 1991, directing the parties to

show cause why the Secretary should not proceed to decide this

case on the merits, and the parties have submitted responses to

the OSC.

A careful review of the record shows that no settlement was

entered into here. On June 28, 1988, TUIC attorney Wooldridge

wrote to Billie Garde, an attorney with the Government

Accountability Project (GAP)U, purporting to " confirm . . .

V Some of the ambiguity over the existence of a settlement
may have been caused by confusion over who represented
Co plainant and who represented TUEC at the critical time
at issue. Co=plainant was represented at the 1987 hearing before
the ALJ by Michael D. Kohn and Stephen M. Kohn, attorneys who
were at that time associated with GAP, attorneys Harvey J.
Wolkoff and Katrina Weinig of Boston represented TUEC at the
hearing. Ms. Garde and Mr. Wooldridge held settlement

(continued...)
- - . _ - _ _ _ _. . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ - _ - . _ . - - _ - .
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(an) agreement" of several outstanding disputes between TUEC and I

several individuals and an organization represented by GAP.

Complainant's ERA complaint was one of the matters included in

the settlement proposal. TOEC offered to pay four complainants

represented by GAP $425,000, of which Complainant was to receive
!

$200,000. However, the Wooldridge letter stated that there were )
several " conditions upon which the settlement . Will become. .

effective," including release of all claims against TUIC and the

other Respondents, and the settlement and dismissal of a

proceeding before an Ato=ic safety and Licensing Board (ASLS) of

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission brought by Citizens Association

f or Scund Energy (CASE) . GAP represented CASE in the licensing

proceeding.

Mr. Wooldridge's letter does not constitute a binding

ag ccment. "{W) hen an offer or a counteroffer is accepted

subject to a condition or reservation, neither party is bound to

an agreement until the condition or reservation has been

withdrawn or satisfied." United States v. Newp_ ort News

U(... continued) .

negotiations in June 1988. On July 5, 1988, Complainant issued a
notice that Billie Garde no longer represented him and that his
sole legal representative was Michael D. Kohn, who by that time
had formed his own private firm with stephen M. Kohn. Michael
Xchn and Stephen Kohn made certain representations on
Co:plainant's behalf with respect to settlement of this case
which are described in the text infra. Among other things,
Michael Kchn wrote a letter to another attorney, Jack R. Newman,
who represents TUEC in the licensing proceedings on the Comanche

| peak plant. In addition, Louis Clark and Richard Condit,
| attorneys with GAP, contacted Complainant by mail and by
| telephone in early July 1988 regarding a settlement offer by

TUEC. Mr. Clark vas under the impression that GAP still
represented Complainant.

. _ _ _ _ - - - _ _
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shlebuildine & Drvdock co. , 571 F.2d 1283, 1286 (4 th Cir. ) *

(quoting orient Mid-rast Creat Lake service v. International

Ernort lines, Inc., 315 F.2d 519, 522 (4 th Cir. 19 63 ) ), cert ,
denied, 439 U.S. 875 (1978). Indeed, in his 1989 Statement in

support, complainant argued that two settlement terms proposed by

Mr. Wooldridge, one in the letter, and one revealed by Ms. Garde

- on July 5, 1988, as having been part of the oral negotiations,

were against public policy and illegal. Complainant urged the

Secretary to strike these terms and enforce the remainder of the

settlement. Complainant later vehemently rejected Mr. Wooldridge's

settlement offer because of these terns, among others. Aga

infra. The United States Court of Appeals for the Fif th Circuit

recently described the Secretary's authority under the ERA as

either to consent or not to consent to a settlement as written by
the parties. The court there found no authority "to strike

certain ter:s, and enforce the remainder, of a settisment without

the consent of both (parties)." Macktal v. Secretary of Labor,

923 F.2d 1150, 1154 (5th Cir. 1991).

On July 6, 1988, Michael Kohn wrote a letter on behalf of

complainant to Mr. Wolkoff, TUEC's hearing counsel, in response

to notice Mr. Kohn had received of a "' conditional' settlement
extended to (Complainant) by . . . (TUEC)." (Emphasis added.)

Mr. Kohn's letter indicated that $200,000 was not a sufficient

settlement offer. In addition, Mr. Kohn said " pre-conditioning
(a settlement) on acceptance by the AsLB of the ' Joint

stipulation' (dismissing the ASLB proceeding) is completely
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repugnant to (Complainant's) conscience." The letter further

asserted that the settlement offer was tantamount to "' hush'
money" to purchase Complainant's silence on safety problams at

5 Comanche Peak.

Also on July 6, Mr. Kohn wrote TUEC's licensing attorney

Jack Nevnan, stating that the terms of the TUIC settlement offer

vere " unconscionable," and that "a general release by

(Cor.plainant) is worth twice (the $200,000 of fer)." Mr. Kohn

noted that the terms of a general release to be signed by
,

cer.plainant had not been negotiated, F but that if the release

included restrictions on Complainant'e right to " intervene,

eppese or interfere with the termination of the ASLB (licensing)

proceeding . such ter=s are contrary to public policy and. .

unenforceable." Mr. Kohn said that he was "villing to enter int 6

settlerent negotiations in an attempt to reach a compromise en [
various points," but that " absent a formal written settlement

offer tendered to (Mr. Kohn), we must conclude that no good faith

offer to settle [ Complainant's) case is on the table."

Complainant thus emphatically rejected TUEC's settlement

offer on July 6, 1988, and made a counter offer of some

settle =ent terus which would be acceptable. See, e.o., in re

F Complainant contends that the " material terms of the Hasan
settlement are identical" to two other cases settled and approved
by the Secretary. Complainant's Response to OSC at 4-5. But
both of those cases were submitted for review and approval with
signed settlement agreements between the parties and signed
releases fro = the respective co:plainants. Radelich v. Ebase_o
Lervices. Inc., Case No. 88-ERA-24, Sec. Order, Aug. 3, 1989;
Goese v. Ibasco Services. Inc., Case No. 88-ERA-25, Sec. Order
Dec. 8, 1988.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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gaco Paco Aircrash of Jantarv 30, 1974, 637 F.2d 704, 706 (9th |

Cir. 1981). No representative of TUIC accepted those terms or

made a counter offer between July 6, and July 11, 1988, when

Complainant sent the telegram to Mr. Wooldridge which Complainant

now asserts was his acceptance of TUEC's settlement offer.

I do not find the July 11 telegram to constitute an

unequivocal agreement to settlement terms that are clearly and

completely set forth in other documents in the record in this

case. Egg OSC at 2-3. The thrust of complainant's telegram is

that he does not know with whom to deal in attempting to settle

his ERA cc plaint. He said het

de= ands whc=ever with authority to settle (this case)
contact M. Kohn. No written or oral contact from
TU(EC) ever received by (Complainant) or his legal
rep (resentative). Let the real agent of TU(EC) come
forward and contact my solo legitimate representative,
M. Kohn. Tentative acceptance of $200,000. . .

acceptable upon receipt of papers (Complainant) must
sign.

This is not the " unequivocal declaration by the parties that they

have agreed to all the terms of a settlement . . stating those.

terms clearly" required before the Secretary can approve a

settle =cnt. OSC at 2.

Furthermore, the considerable confusion over who represented

Complainant and who represented TUEC, make virtually impossible

any determination whether an agreement was reached here and what

the terms were. Egg note 4 Angra. Several com=unications from

GAP attorneys and responses by the Kohns contributed to the

confusion. On July 8, 1988, Louis Clark, Executive Director of
.

CAP, wrote to complainant asking whether complainant had

_ - _ _ _ .- --.
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ter=inated GAP as his legal representative and setting forth the

ter=s of a settlement offer by TUZC which Mr. Clark, as

complainant's attorney, was eransmitting to him. Apparently,

Mr. Clark was not aware of complainant's July 5 notice "To Whom

It May concern" that Michael Kohn was new his attorney. Nor is

it clear whether the " offer" summarized in Mr. Clark's July a

letter was the same as the offer in Mr. Wooldridge's letter of

June 28 to Ms. Garde, or whether Mr. Clark was aware of the
lJuly 6 letters from Michael Kohn rejecting the June 28 offer.

Mr. Clark's letter said complair. ant must respond before close of

business July 11 which may have given the Kohns the impression

that TUEC's " offer" would be held open until that time.

In addition, Michael and Stephen Kohn apparently had the

i=pression that Richard condit, another attorney with GAP,
was acting as TUEc's agent for purposes of settlement of

! Conplainant's case. The Kohns wrote to Mr. Newman on July 10,

|
' 1988, stating that on that day they " informed your agent for

purposes of settlement of the Hasan matter, Mr. Richard condit of
. GAP," of Complainant's villingness to negotiate settlement. .

of the case. The letter set forth some of the terms Complainant

|
vouJd require, including $500,000 to release his claims against

all Respondents. The letter required submission to the Kohns

of "the exact documents (complainant) would be required to
l

sign . .(and)" continued: "given (TUIC's] complete silence. .

regarding numerous settlement letters sent by Michael Kohn to

1

_ _
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(TUIC's) counsel last week, we are forced to conclude that you
have no intention of sottling the Hasan matter . . .".

Thus, the day before complainant asserts he accepted TUEC's

settlement offer, forming a binding contract which he urges

me to approve, his attornay made a counteroffer involving

substantially nore money and bluntly stated that he believed TUEC

had "no intention" of settling the case, and "(i)f we do not hear

frc= your authorized agent before 12:00 sidnight (July 10) we
must conclude that the prior settlement offers transmitted by

Mr. Louis Clark and Ms. Billie Garde of GAP were fraudulent and
done with the intent to coerce and intimidate and possibly bribe

(Complainant)." Letter of July 10, 1988, from Michael D. Kohn

and Stephen M. Kohn to Jack R. Newman. Mr. Newman responded to

the Kohnc' July 10 letter on July 11 stating that "neither

Mr. Condit nor [ GAP) is the agent of our firm for any purpose

whatsoever . "
. . .

Michael Kohn and Mr. Wooldridge have submitted affidavits

stating the facts of their telephone conversations on July 11 and

12, 1988. Their af fidavits conflict on the crucial point whether

they agreed in one conversation on July 11 that a settlement had

been reached. 223; _ ceptember 27, 1989, affidavit of Michael

Kohn, 1 12, with May 4, 1989, affidavit of Robert Wooldridge, 3

4. In 1 13 of his affidavit, Michael Kohn states that after

Mr. Wooldridge told Mr. Kohn an agreement had been reached,

Mr. Kohn called Mr. Wooldridge back "to submit . some lessor. .

(sic) terms of the settlement (Complainant) wished to include in
_. _ _ _ - - __ _
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the text of a formal settlement document." The record does not
contain this " formal settlement document", a draft of these

additional terms, or any material specifying these terms, other

than Mr. Kohn's affidavit, for the Secretary to review. Indeed,

in 1 13 of the affidavit, Mr. Kohn acknowledges that Mr. Wooldridge

told him he (Mr. Wooldrige) would have to speak to TUIC before

adding these terms. 21. U.S. v Neyport__ News Shipbuilding, 5714

T.2d at 1286-87. These are material terms of the settlement which
the Secret > y must have an opportunity to review before approving
the entire agreement. Egg Macktal v. Secretary of Labor, 923 F.2d

at 1155-56 and n.25. For all of the above reasons, I conclude that

no settlement was reached here.

THE AL7 'S RECOMMENDEtLDECISION

The record in thic case has been reviewed and I find that
it fully supports the ALJ's factual findings set forth in his

" Findings of Fact, General Findings," R.D. and O. at 2-4, and his

conclusion that Respondents did not violate the ERA in their

treatment of Complainant. Complainant has not proven that

Respondent's reasons for their actions were pretertual or that the

actions more likely were motivated by discrimination. Da rt ev v .

_2_a ck_Corea ny _o f_Chica co , Case No. 82-ERA-2, Sec. Dec., Apr. 25,

1983, slip op. at 7-8, and cases cited therein. Accordingly, the

corplaint in this case is DISMISSED.

In the Motion to Enforce, Complainant moved alternatively to
vacate the ALJ's decision and remand for a new hearing claiming

that an individual who would have testified about one aspect of

_ _ - - _ - _ _ . . . _ _ _ .
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this case was, at the time of the haaring, bound by a settlement

agreement in another ERA casa not to " induce any attorney, party,

[or) ad=inistrative agancy" to call that individual as a witness

in other ERA cases. Motion to Enforce at 4, and brief of
J

Inc mComplainant Joseph J. Macktal in Macktal v. Brown & Root.

case No. 86-ERA-23, at 14-17, referred to therein. Complainant

esserts that Mr. Macktal would have testified that the SAFETEAM |

in-house safety organization at Comanche Peak could not be

trusted to maintain the confidentiality of whistleblevers, which
was the reason Complainant did not make complaints to SAFETEAM.

Co= plaint =oved, therefore, that the AL5's findings about
SAFETEAM, particularly his finding on Complainant'c credibility

in this regard, be reversed and a nev hearing ordered.

This aspect of the Motion to Enforce is in the nature of a

motion for a new trial under Rule 60(b) of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure. The Fifth Circuit has held that "(a) notion for:

a new trial under Rule 60(b) is an extraordinary notion" which

v_shineton v. Patlin, 916courts should be cautious in granting. a

F.2d 1036, 1038 (1990). In addition, the Rules of Practice and

Procedure for Administrative Hearings Before the Office of

Administrative Law Judges, 29 C.F.R. Part 18, provide that

"[o)nce the record is closed, no additional evidence shall be
accepted into the record except upon a showing that new and
material evidence has become available which was not readily

_ . _ _ _ _ . . . . _ . _ _ _._ _ _ _ . . _ _ _.. _ _ _ . . _ . . . _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ . _
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available prior to the closing of the record.' 29 C.F.R.

g 18.54 (c) (1990).
As noted above, the record has been reviewed and found to

cupport the ALJ's factual findings in his " Findings of Fact,
General Findings." My decision is not based on the Respondent's

proposed findings of f act which the AtJ adopted in his specific
Findings, R.D. and O. at 4. The only reference to SAFETEAM in

the ALJ's General Findings is the f act, which Complainant does

not dispute, that Complainant did not make any safety complaints

to SAFETEAM. Ids at 3. I have not based my conclusion that

complainant did not carry his burden of proof on any derogation

of Co=plainant's credibility as to why be did not raise his

complaints with SAFETEAM. As I pointed out in note 3 above, the

AL3's finding on Complainant's f ailure to raise his complaints
with SATETEAM goes only to whether Complainant engaged in

protected activity under the ERA.
Complainant has submitted no supporting affidavits, nor

otherwise offered any showing that Mr. Macktal's alleged

testimony "would produce a different result." Washinaton v.

Pat 11s, 916 F.2d at 1039. Neither has Complainant shown that

Mr. Macktal's testimony was the only way to have proven

complainant's truthfulness when he testified that "SATETEAM was
discredited and could not be trusted," nor that this alleged fact
about SAFETEAM is "new and material evidence" which only became

available after the closing of the record. 29 C.F.R. I 18.54(c).

Finally, complainant's suggestion that Respondent engaged in

------_---__- ..
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aisconduct by entering into the settlement agreement with

Mr. Macktal does not begin to meet his burden under Rule 60(b)(3)

to " establish by clear and convincing evidence (1) that the other

party engaged in fraud or other misconduct and (2) that this

aisconduct prevented the moving party from fully and fairly

presenting his case." Washincton v. Pat 11s, 916 T 2d at 1039,

quoting Montoonerv v. Hall, 592 F.2d 278, 278-79 (5th Cir. 1979).

The motion to vacate the AIJ's R. D. and o. and remand for a new

hearing is DENIED.

The parties' respective requests for attorney's fees also

are denied. Section 210 of the ERA provides that if the

3ecretary finds that a violation has occurred and issues a

renedial order, "the Secretary . shall assess against the. .

person against when the order is issued . . costs and expenses.

(including attorneys' fees " 42 U.S.C. i 5851(b) (2) (B) .. . . .

Complainant is not entitled to attorney's fees because no order

has been issued against Respondent. ERA Section 210 does not

provide for an award of attorney's fees against a Conplainant,

and Respondent has not cited any other source of authority for

doing so. All other pending notions are DENIED.

SO CRDERED.

(7
SecrJetary of Labor

Washington, D.C.

- 1

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Case Names S.M.A. Hasan v. Nuclear Power Services. Inc. ,
Stone _3 Webster Enaineerina Core.. Texas Utilities
Electric Co., Inc.

Case No. : 86-ERA-24

Document : Final Decision and Order

A copy of the above-referenced document was sent to the following.

JUN 26 RMNpersons on _,
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"m. j,p/

~ v

CEPTI_ TIED MAIL

S.M.A. Hasan
95 Indian Creek Road
Apt. 96
Huntsville, AL 35806

Michael D. Kohn, Esq.
Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, P.C.
517 Florida Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001

Government Accountability
Project

25 E Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20001

Billie Pirner Garde, Esq.
103 East College Avenue
Appleton, WI 54911

Legal Department
Nuclear Power Services, Inc.
300 Harmon Meadow Blvd.
P.O. Box 1535
Secaucus, NJ 07094

Legal Department
Stone & Webster Engineering
Corporation

P.O. Box 2325
o-e*nn va noin7
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Harvey J. Wolkoff, Esq.
Ropes & Gray
one International Place
Boston, MA 02110-2624

Robert A. Wooldridge
Worsham, Forsythe, sampels

& Wooldridge
Thirty-Two Mundred 2001
Bryan Tower
Dallas, TX 75201

REGULAR MAIL

Monica Gallagher .

Associate Solicitor for
Fair Labor Standards

U.S. Department of -Labor
200 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Room N-2716
Washington, DC 20210

John R. Traser
Acting Adninistrator
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor /ESA
Room S-3502
200 Constitution Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20210

Curtis L. Peer-
Area Director
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor / ETA
525 Griffin Street
Suite 501
Dallas, TX 75202

Director
Office of Enforcement
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

-Washington, DC 20555

Assistant General Counsel for
Enforcement

office of the General Counsel
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 *
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Enforec=ent Coordinator
U.S.N.R.C. Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

Honorable Alfred Lindaman
Ad=inistrative Law Judge
Of fice of Administrative Law Judges --

211 Main Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94105

Honorable Nahum Litt
Chief Ad=inistrative Law Judge
office of Administrative Law Judges
lill 20th Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20036

Honorable John Vittone
Deputy chief Administrative Law Judge
of fice of Administrative Law Judges
lill 20th Street, N.W.
Suite 700
Washington, DC 20035
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i
ervisorf position. Those gentlemen, although thef ,r -

ad not had much to do with each other in the past,

I
brmed a comradery of sorts. Ano I oelieve that

|
'

| , fter Mr. Walsn left tne project, that Mr. Badheka ! -

k'ay have been inclined to provide some information to 1 j
1

-

f
ithlm.
|

-

1

Q. Did Mr. Badheka get along with Mr. Hasan? |'

i

- A. No, not really.

do you rememoer the time frameQ. And what -- ,

!
t '

'in which Mr. Badheka was demoted?
|'

t A. I believe it was April, 1982. |
I

t

Q. Did fou believe that Mr. Bad he ka was a
,

pie cacx as earlf as 19827 .,

.

,

MR. WOLKOFF: I object on the grounds ,

| )
f that Mr. Rencner's Deliefs are immaterial. I
,

!

| $
,$ A. In April of '82, no.

O. (BY MR. KOHN) In 19837'

8 A. I don't Know when I would have started to ,

! ',
9 begin to think tnat. I just don't remember. ,

I
;0 g. Who would know?

i
! -

11 A. I don't know.

12 Q. Who did you tell in management concerning

13 ! four belief that Mr. Badheka might be a spie? ,

14 MR. WOLKOFF If anyone. I object to -

25 tne grounds that tnis is totally immaterial to 11 r .
- I
I i

,

-
- . ., -, G , , e r m r v ,, e 2 v y :, ,

. __. _ . _
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Hanan's case. -

A. If I recall correctly, I discussed it with,.

Harvey Harrison.

e4 Q. LBY HR. KOHN) Do you remember the date of

bg5 that discussion?
r

2 6 A. No.
|

.

Q. Do you remember the ye ar ?
7 I

f
*

8 A. No.

9 2
Who else did you discuss that with/

It R . WOLKOFF Objection.
l

10 <

!

*i ll A. No one else that I remember. !..

-

il2 Q. (BY MR. KOHN) Was Mr. Badheka laid off !". i,
6

.t i
<

' 13 in August of 1985? 1

- f
'

'4 A. Yes.
.

15 g. Was he renited?.

16 A. To tne best of my knowledge, no.

4617 g. Did Mr. Badbe ka work for HPS7
.L j

:18 A. Yes, he did. 'r' ',
,

'

19- Q. Do you know whether or not the decision to.

*

20 hire or not hire Mr. Badbeka after he was laid off in
M, .

'21 any way related to your concern or anyone else's'

1

,

t

22 concern that Mr. Badheka was a spic?I

23 A. No, I don't know that.
'

. '

24 i Q.
Who else besides the in tvidual you have|

I 25 alraadj i de r. t i f i e d did you discuss Mr. Badhaka belnj
i

i
!
!

!

O.
U N I '.'t: D nMERICAN REPORTING S E RV I C E S , INC.

..

DALLAS, TEXA3 (214) 855-5300
|$-

___.__________
---- -

__
_7;_

:w
|
1

. _ - . - . . . . - . . . --
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t

r Harrison'that you
._-

-

E Q. Did you tell Mr.

2 believec spies existed on the site?

'3 A. Yes,

4 Q. Did you tell Mr. Merrit that you oelievedf

|

|5 spies existed on the site? t

|
6 A. I don't think so, no.

~

7 Q. Did you tell Mr. Popplewell that you
j

i

|

8 believed spies existed on the site?

9 A. I don't believe so, no.
I
!

'10 Q. Did Mr. Finneran agree with your !-
I a

11 assessment that spies existed on the site? | I

| !

'12 A. Yes, I believe he did. i ,
.

-

,
r

13 Q. Did Mr. Harrison agree with your
'

14 assessment that spies existed on the site. 1
.

1 15 A, yes,

,16 Q. Did you discuss r.b e existence of spies on ,

I

E l7 the Comancne Peak site with a Mr. Ruimermen, \

V

,;, 18 iR-u-i-s-e-r-m-e-n?
I

,

' 19 A. I don't remember.,

20 Q. Did you discuss the existence of spies i

S-n-a-n-e-y?g% Mr. Snaney,
of|. 2A with a

. . . , . .
' 22 } A. I don't remember..

.

i

0
Did you discuss tne existence of spies

2 3 |i
i

24 Iwita Hecman D'Urrico?
6.

25 ;, . I might have, yes.,

'''

tw
!

~ t

~ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~----%_ . _ _ _
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O. Did Mr. Chamberlain agree'with you?
I

A. Yes, he did.,

- Q. Did you ever tell Mr. McDay that you

:believed spies existed on the site? i;
,

A. I don't believe I told him directly, no..

b<

\;

Q. Do you believe he learned indirectly?
-

I

}. MR. WOLKOFF: Objection. -"

A. I don't know whether he learned that at,

,

9 all.

i

(Conference off the record.) !

MR. KOHN: Would you like to restate
;

i
2 that for tne record, please? |

3 MR. WOLKOFF: Mr. Kohn, ask your next
.

,4 question instead of slaying games.

5 MR. KOHN: For the record, Mr.
_

6 Wolkoff stated that he liker to put statements on the j
i "

i
7 record that he believes I don't understand to rile me, i

i

'8 or sometning of that nature.

[19 HR. WOLKOFF: No, I didn't say to

20 rile you. In my j ud g emen t , you don ' t understand much

i 21 of what is going on. Do you have any more questions
:- \

E 22 lof Mr. Rencher?
! !

.; 23 C. (BY MR. KOHN) Did you ever tell Mr.;

) 24 Finneran tnat you celieved spies existed on the site?
t .t

'

s 25 A. Yes.

i
,

a
'

nor m s u e ,1, . s .2 oronn ryn a r m , . ., , , ,m.,

_ __ _______ _ _____.___ _ ______________.____ _._.__._.__ __________ _.__ ___ _._ _________ _ ______ _ _______._ _ _ _ _
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1
e ng ineer ing g r oup a nd th e p ipe support group in the

.

2 ad min is t r a t iv e b uild ing ?

3 A. Th ey sw itched casic re sp on s ibilit ie s in

4 Oc too er o f 19 81.

5 Q. Why?

6 A. I d on 't know.

in the
7 Q. Was there any basic dif fe rence

th e PSE groups and th e
8 technical c rite r ia between

in the adm in is t ra t iv e
9 p ipe suppor t e ng ineer ing g roups

10 build ing ?
-

}
11 A. Yes.

|
12 Q. Co u ld you de sc r ib e th a t , plea se ?

in the
13 A. The pipe suppor t g roups

,

14 ad min is t r a t ion b u ild ing at the time were ITT and NPSI,4

15 a nd.: th ey , u s ed tho se re sp ect iv e cr iter ia. The PSE

u se d" th e PSB
g roup not- in - th e-ad min is t r a t ion b u ild ing16s

!
17 des ig n guide line s.

la Q. What w a s .. th e . r e a so n fo r ..u sing th e

di f fe ren t: cr iter ia- for- the-same''techn ical p roble ms ?19

MR. WOLK OFF s Wedv e already,been_ i

20

21 th rough all o f th is ad nau s eam. .You.know tha t, Mr.

22 Koh n.
1

used .the d e s ig n c r ite r ia. fo rI '

23 A. Each company'

24 wh icn they we re re sp on s ib le tha t was g ene ra ted a nd1

=M 25 d ic ta ted by th e ir re sp ec tiv e comp anie s.
,

I

11 N I T ED AM ERIC AN REPORTING SERVICES, INC.I
- -,n
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MR. W O LK O P P : We 'll b e back.i

2 MR. KOHN: Oh, no. B ac k on th e

'l
3 record. Th is I believe is a c rucial que stion.

4 S n ou ld be con fe r with his witne ss on th is q u e st ion , I

5 want tha t on the record.

6 HR. WOLKOFF: He can answe r the

7 question.

8 Go ahead and read it b ac k to h im , and th e n
-

9 we 'll take a 4 5-minu te lu nc h b r eak.

10 (Question read b ac k . )

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. (BY MR. KOHN) Why? What d id tb el te ll

13 fou?
'

3
14 | A. They to ld me th a t different cr.teria

'

15 ex is ted b ec au se . each , co mpany wa s . re sp ons ib le for

16 dev eloping - th eir own 4 c r ite r ia .-and ~ fo r u sing _ th a t . _

d 17 cr i ter ia in the qualification o f suppor t s w ith in

I 18 th e ir scope'of r e sp on s ib'i'li t y .
,

19 | MR. WO LKO F Y: Le t ' s take a b reak,
j ,

,

20 ple a se .

t 21 MR. KOHN: I'd like to fin is h th is

22 line of que st ion ing . Th is is a ve ry c ruc ial line of
,

!
23 que st ion ing .

! 24 | MR. W O LK O F F : You 'v e a lr e ad y a sk ed
:

25 !him th is line of que st ion ing , Mr. Kohn.,

!

i

T1 NI TED AM ER IC AN R E PO R TI NG SERVICES, INC.

-
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t

.

1 A. It wa sn ' t so much as why di f f e ren t

2 cr ite r ia wa s being used. It was an expla na tion on

3 the ir part e x p la in ing tha t th is is the ir cr iter ia as

4 dir ec ted by th e ir bone office, ano th is is the

5 ct < te r ia they u sed in the ir de s ig n e f forts . And it

6 wa s qu!te ob v iou s it d if f a red b etween th e two
,

7 co mpan ie s.

8 Q. Did y ou b eliev e th a t was an imp e r mis s ib lai

| 9 | eng ineer ing p r act ice 7
.

10 A. No, not at all.

11 Q. Did you ever learn th a t using inc on s i s ten tL

12 cr it 9 t ia du r ing tne c on str uc tion of a nuclear powe r

13 p lan t is an impermiss ible p r actice ?
.

J i

14 '. A. I don't b e lie v e it is an imp e r mis s ib le'

15 p r ac t ic e, no.

16 Q. And ' a f te r' you b roug ht -- a f t e ..
,

17 i nc on s i s ten t cr iter ia .wa s D rough t to y ou r a ttention,

18 what answe r' 'wa s g iv en y ou as to why it was dif ferentI
g t

19 c r ite r ia" wa s' be ing u sed ?

20 MR. WO LK OFF: Ee 's a lr e ad y answe red

I 21 that no f e we r than three times that I can r eco llec t. '

<

| 22 A. B ec'a u'se~e'ac h "c omp any had a d ev eloped
i

23 cr iter ia th a"t"lb ey ' u s e d , a nd e tba t th ey h ad e s tab lised ,|

I 24 and th a t they we r e to su p p ly to th e suppor ts within
e

25 the ir scope of re sp ons ib ility.
'

l
||
t

U NI TED AM ER IC AN R EPO R TI NG SERVICES, INC.i

,

I
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. Enclosure 3 of Attachment to TXX-92305

Comanche Peak Quality Assurance Plan, Section
3.0.2 -3.0.3
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Enclosure 4 of Attachment to TXX-92305

L.
7-

Frocedure.CP-EP-4.6, ". Field Design Change Control," )
'

- Rev. 8, Section 3.1.1 . i
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l
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3.0 l,

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN
._

,ECTION .

.,

j_g Design Control DATE:
6/13/79,

** ,

,
'"

REVIS1CNh- r>

h c([
# t i

PAGE OF

j .
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,

3.0 Desien Control'

The design control process for CPSES begins with Gibbs & Hill, as
| Architect - Engineer, Westinghouse, as NSSS supplier and TUSI as TexasOverall

Utilities Company's engineering service organization.
*

The
responsibility for construction however, remains with TUGC0/TUSI.

'

design control process is an ongoing function whicn includes designThis process is carried out
i

[{ criteria, design review, and design cnange.
in accordance with estaolished procecures.

! 3.0.1 Desien Criteria _

The preparation, review, approval, anc certification of design
specifications are nomally contracted to Gibbs & Hill and Westinghouse.
TUSI performs design and design verification activities on selected

To the extent applicable, tne design criteria will be
consistent with that specified in the license application and will utilizecontracts.

The
the requirements of recognized codes, standards, and practices.

'

responsible design organization translates these cesign specificationsinto appropriate instructions, procedures, drawings, or specifications.|
This function includes design interface control as well as the generation,(
review, checking, approval and revision of design.and construction3

| specifications, and design drawings.
.

3.0.2 Desien Review _

The responsible design organization reviews respective designs for
,

conformance to design concepts, licensing design criteria, and regulatoryThe design reviews are performed by individuals or groups other|
'

Changes to designcriteria.
than those who perfomed the original design.|

specifications or documents are reviewed and approved by the same
individual or group responsible for original review and approval.

|

3.0.3 Desien Chance

Changes to the design are docaaented, reviewed, and approved by theoriginal designers coranensurate with the controls applied to the original
These controls extend to the disposition of field changes and

Approved cnanges are incorporated into or identified ondesign. '

nonconformances.
the original design document.

The TUGC0 QA Division assures that the design process including designGibbs & Hill

changes is performed in accordance with approved procedures.and Westingnouse quality assurance organizations audit their respective
design organizations to ensure compliance to approved procedures and
i nstructi ons.,

i

!

. - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ - .
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3.2.2 Review and Approval |

(-

Field originated design changes / deviations shall be WwW by tiw !

ceiginal designer's designated site representative unless otherwise {stated in formal engineering instructions ==1 - .d ng this 1

rA. The Engirwering Manager aball maintain written
autberization of persemal designated as a "G&B Design Representative"
e desi@ reptueentative of any other ve sice. Clarificaticrs a
desi, eanges 3xoperly approved and issued by the criginal desip
ceganization rapire only the signature of the originating engineer /
* area 4M aa . Sactt. clarifications ce design changes aball be referenced
er attadaad. 'Desip changes / deviations decxamented as describui
barmin are approved fee fabrication an$ construction only. In
adiition, these seesaus may be used to -=ients or identify
to aanstruction danges/denations ceia4n-w pproved by thea

. - ; 3. e-4w d.;emi, oc i--4
. .~ . -

. . . . . m; - -- ,,%.
c. w..

**==rF=t review and agguoval by the wiginal d==4rr ceganization*

aball be m' 4*=4 per the peerisions of Reference 1-C am$ 1-0 or-
e. gg,

O..
3.2.3 Distribution *

,

Distribution of field change / deviation cbciments aball be m1+=Nwi,,

: JA . $ as to *1M11 the re@irements of this rh ani toi t.' < *| 1 ' b j5 basic document control re@irements of inki dng ceganna-
-: ^ ,PJ -. 4. ticas such as the design and aanstructim groups. 2:a provisions of

,

,

" Q t a.J Reference-geball alms be cansidered h as**14=hing distribution.
W

3.2.4 Revisions
J

arriminns to DCA/t3C Ptn:ns shall be m14=hed as described in
# Atear+===** 1 and 2 and sna11 be reviewed and . w m W as prescribed

in Section 3.2.2.~
.

,. ,

., .

**

./.( bT'
. .

h' $

\MFORWOM
~

COPY
*

- e~
.~
Q\

!

|

|
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3.2.5 Desian verification
i

nwir changes /deviaticas shall be verified eittrx prior to, or ,

after 4ilmtatis:n by auttorized gm.-1, to confirm w
substantiate that the change is acc:2ptable f::an an engineering
standpoint and consistant with the design basis (w inp.tti, esMt
cxzsultments and n11r*1* codes arzi standards. DJs verification
shmittww= ally be m14=had by the original desigrs crqanization
in accordance with established pcwww alr% yh the peorisions
of Beforence 1,-f may be ue414=4 at the discretion of the*

Arsistant. Project General Manager.

In the event the design verificatien activities fiziicate the
cmange/ deviation is - *1=, the twiawig agancy hilnotify the origin =*4
questie:m ,

~ 5 cagirsizatica e may, en the area in
deviation.61 ace i *! bid * ce reacind and ruismun the change / -

Any strysical swrdve acticn typired in F1==
armes ghe ev=1"=*=d and h1=te:1 cn a came by case basis.

3.2.6 L N Cnntrol

eigni*icant

] A/E and ver*%/devietlens to ersgineered items imolving
r ia*=d- for em4m foundation details shall

be twiewed with both the A/E and the vendor for -14=u
.

with damir reg.tiziesents, price to ww.1 fee fabricatjen orc.s-w- = w -
* a T wm 13 MM

shall be m14=had in W- with aeference 1-C_and 1-0.' l
.

s

1MFORMATl0M
~

., +a. **
.J. _

wp'yc
~

.
- -

PPRV
_

k
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Enclosure 5 of Attachment to TXX-92305

Procedure CP-El-4.5 4, " Technical Services Engineering
Instruction for Pipe Hanger Design Review and
Certification,' Rev. 4. Section 3.1,1

4
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5'XAS UrILITIES SE'RVICES DC. D w C iQi F4VISIf21 ISSUE P/GE
CATE

C2CRZUD CCPY 10. CP-EI-4.5-4 4 2/17/83 1 of 3
-_.

!

ux2NICAL SER7ICzs ,/ 1
IIGDEZRDG DEIKX:'IQi PREPARED BY40
KR PIPE EMGER CESIGi

_ . h _b
|< *

.

/'RE7IDI RC veu.rAA"221 ,

AFPKTE BY - 4'~4,..e ?. et - 9
f// .n

.

N REVISIQi, ie.vdAGI BARS N"T DCIK:ED

1.0 EntPE!CES

1-A CP.-EP-4.5 tasign verificaticn
1-9 CP-EI-4.5-1 General Ptu;ran fer As-built Piping Verificatien

2.i -
-

FOR INFORMATION OHL'l
' "'" "

To es*>Mit*h a rme a for design review aM verrbr certification
for large txxu pipe sw.s.,,

2.2 SC:PE

*i.s in:6 sicn shall apply to design charges generated cn site
for ITI' Crinnell and RPSI designed pipe s'e s only.

'

2.3 CETINITICNS

TSDRR - W 4m1 Services Design Review ErgineerL*q

CIEC - TaWieni Services File Cledt
!

PSz - no. Sw Emineeram
m - w -, -ce, >m =.,f.- -.

I ---"% MVORMATIONsRs

- .1ricauen % InstLeagigV=I

LLpli. 1
,

cCC - m-- cmmt Cemeer

2.4 % -e -" PPRV t
,

,
! 2 2e C 'P M e i m i Ergineer (@ re;x:ets to tne Engineering Manager)

is re gsible for p cvidi:x; technical directicn ard ad=inistrative
guidance to the CPP Mechanical Ergineeri q crganizatica cf wuch-

the Tecnnical Services G:cco is a part. *
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CP-C -4.5-4 4 2/17/g3 2 cf 3

2e Ted:nical Services Group Supervisx is brasible for assurirs
that activities within the pye and scop = cf this instruction
are c:Cpleted in ach with the w Ac'Tts described herein.

me TS::RE Supervisce is icawsible for 1::ple:nentation of this
ir. 6 # m ':be TS::RE Sc=ervisx shall c:ctdinate mec flow.
througn the gecup, intarface activities, ard mutintain adeq= ate
trackirg mecnanis::s to assure psitive centrol cf activities
adiressed in this instraicticn in acccedance with Beference 1-A.

3.0 1:cumiOi
.

3.1 a:sIGT E/IEW
.

3.1.1 General

Sita generated cwais <targes to under su; plied pire supp::rts.

snall be revieM fer adA u.41 acceptability and m14m
with a;plicshle c=de requirements. Review shall be perfc=:ned
by representatives cf the criginal design crganisaticns in
ace::rdance with their Iesg-iw engineering r+d. Cesign

- review may be done cn-site cc eff-sita at the pig sw. verder's,
'

-
bcme effice.--

4
.*

3.1.2 Nicn Chame Acce.rde
. . -.

Design diange doc:snents fourd to ta acceptable hl.1 be listed cn
the desig:7 tvricw cover sheet for input into the track 1:q systen.

; C=ver sheets small be F="ad * Design Reviewd*, signed ard
dated by the c=gnizant ergineer. C::cpleted review packages shall
be Iei -i to the T5It for icgging ard stcrage.

'

3.1.3 Desien Chame Cn.accettahle,

PSE chall be retified by t :ree part meco of design charges fourd*

to be unacceptable. Menos sim.11 be legepd ard tracked by 552%.
Engirmerirs twintion by PSE shall be in Wance with the
milats engineerirg peccedure/imJ.cn.3

3.2 V!2CCR CEREFIC%COI (Nto-Class 1 Sys)

/ INFORMATION3a.i -

apan enT =ticn cf as-built stress analys@rM~hM1<

^

/2 sem within as-built scope, as defibeil in.Peference-1-B7 shall
-

be reviewed to assuxce c=cpar hility betgMm1 st:;pss anyalis.-
- and final s w design. Sww shaal then t.. tergo a final checc

- to assure everall c :::piiance with app 14+1e tw'erj; e , ard
{. q ets. t n

_
,

!

i

l

i
l
i
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3.2.2 Final-Design Acceptable-

.&k1e hanger sackages shall be tranri.tted to TSMD to assure. .

-14===h1= as-tatilt information, as list- en the VCDI, may be ;*

iiderpommend into the final NE. 'me BR: +all he staupeB "ve der i

Ceremarr' and, upon return to TliDRE,. si r d. by the designated9
.

vendor engineering representative..
,

Cartified hanger packages aball be fkaneck d to Tsrc fbe disposition. -

smager drawings shall be issued for disteilution by Dct ard cartified:-
calculation packages =han be stored in fi+, a cabinets ce vaults.,= ,

3.2.3 ' Pinal Desian anacceptable

'.1:r an=a g*=h1= hanger packages aball be dispsitioned as cutlined i:t'

Section 3.1.3. }
.

3.3 VINDOR CERCFICATICN (Class 1 Suggerts) ,*

i

3.3.1 General j
.

'

t4xwn completion of as-built stress analysi: . Class 1 pipe sup .

.:..

srall be twiewui at NPSI's.bcune offim to assure cteupatibilief' 1 . . '

between final stress analysis and final sup1 mort design. - Class 1,.2. . .

L ".1 supports shall undecip a final chedt to amuse overall cizupliance
witn applicable codes, sita, and vendor entineering requirunents..-
- A stress rugspre shall be y.wl. fer. each Class-1 wu.

1- .

3.3.2 Final Desian Acceptable

VCC1's est =_- . - 1a hanger geckages abal'. be transmitted fran
the NFEI home n Mir= to site. *me hanger inckage shall be trans-
mitted to T5be to assure all r14~h1= as tuilt infcrcuation, cs
listed an the DCDE, is i -- -;- =- e into tim final BI5!. *1he BRE

| shall be semped "vandor certified" and, uxan tuturn to TSDItE, signa:t ~
by the designated 1981, _ _ =4 ve. A .1cpy of t've vendor
certified EIE is returned to the NPSI home office. Upon receipt
.cf the artified EM. the EFBI hous office PE shall azuplete his -

1 u " ~ - n if y
.! review and certify the hanger stress repoem. -a'

'.R * hanger stress report,:.=hr=*ay as-euilt s+4%=M hjV M M
'-,.

to the site.

Cartifladchse t hanger paczages 4*104'- r4! Gin 5fhm "d
. copy of thir eartified hroport abau ' fimlahdesD , Yhr.

'.:. dispositiszt. Class 1.tanger desvirs;s snalF ; Wha distalte
.

-.;.

ed :. . ' t3an oy Exx: and car-m=4 stz:ss: tvyce:s a4all be stored-in fire-
.

|
s,.oof,.= m - = e ta. PPRV 1

i

, :3.3.3 Final Desien anaceeetable_-
I

! n:. .4 s. Chacceptable Class 1 hanger packages shal.' /.e dis: cts:norme as c -
lired in Sectica 3.1.3.

1
.

|-
|.
|c . - . - - _ . _-- -_- , . _ , , _ _ ___ _
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Excerpt of 00L Proceeding Oral Deposition of
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QL Q & .i.i f C he
. ..? '~ ?-

, 3 ,"-[9
~ r%%uInn. , , . . _ar ''" " <' ~

}_amnc ,
e -

|

1; 0 Do you know if the site engineering group
|

1

I

'was going to make the determination about the !

i

I3|-different criteria as referenced in Item 23? I
J

4 A. He doesn't reference any specific criter
|5 in Iten 23.
,

N
6 0. In Item 23, do you have any knowledge

!7 whether or not Mr. Hasan spoke with Mr. Remrajani o
n

8 Mr. Savalia, S-a-v-a-1-1-a, about this item?
l

9 t. . About the fact that there was different
i '

10 criteria i r. the various guidelines or --

lI

11 MS. WEINIG: Object to that. How is
i

12 he supposed to know that? over what period? Mr. '

13 Chamber]ain, I would like to point,out, was not even
4. Mr. Hasan's supervisor at the time that Rasan worked -

5 with Hemrajani or Savalla.

6 A. Savalia was in my group, not Ram. I don't
7 know why he talked to them at the same time. He

8 didn't work with them at the same time.
9 Q. (BY MR. KOHN) Do you remember site

0 engineering groups changing the scope of the work on
21 Richmond inserts?I

' I2 A. Yes. As I stated yesterday, ITT Grinnell
i

{3 did not have design criteria-for Richmond inserts
4

used in conjunction with tube steel; and, therefore,
t'

- '

any supports that had been redesigned in using that
'

|

! %_ t

, l'M I TE D AMERICAN REPORTING SERVICES, INC.'
...... _ _ . . . - -- ---
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i type of connection by the field engineering group in
'

3

the course of construction had to be transferred over
!

3 ! to the site group because they did have criteria for I

4 it, addressing it.

5{ 0. And because Mr. Hasan worked in two
6 different groups, he would have known that also?
7 MS. WEINIG Objection.

8 Q. (BY MR. KOHN) If anyone worked in two
I
1

9 | dif ferent groupc, would that be common knowledge?
|

10 i MS. WEINIG Objection. How 'i he

1 supposed to knov if it's common knowledge? You'rei

2 asking for speculation.
'

13 A. Since most of the engineers also probably
4 did some assistance in field problems, I would say -

'

5 that generally most of ther were aware of the
6 different organizations' design criteria, becauce '

'7 they would want to make sure that any decign changes
'8 that they were initiating would in the end meet that
9 particu]ar organization's design guidelines. Each

organization had to certify their own hangers to
! I their own guidelines.

2
, Q. (BY MR. KOEN) And when NPS hangers| --

! 3

when t'PS Richmond inserts were failing, then they|

| would also, like everything else, be sent to the site
l

engineering group?i

_ _ _ _ _ !
!

Uf'T TED ,d'FRICAN P E P O R'"I N G SERVICES, INC.*
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FACTS RELATED TO THE KOHN, KOHN &
CALAPINTO 2.206 PETITION

On July 30, 1991, the law firm of Kohn, Kohn &

Calapinto, P.C. (Petitioners) filed a petition under 10 CFR

S 2.206 on behalf of the National Whistleblower Center and
"certain confidential allegers." The Petition alleges that TU

Electric made material false statementu before the Atomic Safety

and Licensing Board (ASLB) in the operating licensing (OL)

proceeding for the Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (CPSES)

Units 1 and 2. In particular, the Petitioners allege that "the

testimony TUEC had repeatedly presented to the ASLB that pipe

supports [1] were not being transferred between the various pipe

support groups and [2] were not being certified using multiple

sets of design criteria constitute material false

statements." 1/ Based upon these allegations, the Petitioners

request that the NRC hold licensing hearings to determine whether

TU Electric has the requisite character and competence to operate

a nuclear plant, that TU Electric be fined, and that the TU

Electric managers in question be banned from licensed nuclear

facilities.

The remainder of this paper is divided into the

following three sections:

Section 1 provides a summary of the Petitioners'

allegations and TU Electric's position regarding

these allegations.

l

1/ Petition, p. 9

I
1
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* Section 2 provides Background information related

to the Petitioners' allegations, including a

discussion of the evolution of the responsibility
for the design of pipe supports at CPSES, and a

discussion of the disposition of past allegations
'

that were similar to those now being raised by the
Petitioners.

Section 3 provides information related to the

specific allegations raised by the Petitioners,

including the safety significance of the

allegations and a discussion of the testimony and
affidavits presented to the ASLB in the CPSES OL

proceeding.

Pertinent backup documentation will be maintained at the site for

review.

1. SUMMARY

Petitioners allege that TU Electric submitted material

false statements to the ASLB from 1982 to 1984, because 1)

different or multiple sets of design criteria were used to

certify individual pipe supports subject to field changes, and 2)

the responsibility for the design of field changes for pipe
supports was transferred from one pipe support design group to
another group.



- _ _ . -
_ _ _ _
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The NRC Staff previously investigated similar

allegations, including allegations by clients of the Petitioners.

The Staff concluded that the allegations had no safety

significance because the design of the CPSES pipe supports was

being validated as part of the Corrective Action Program (CAP).

The ASLB was aware of these allegatiens and the results of the

Staff's investigations when it decided to approve the settlement

of the CPSES OL proceeding.

Initially, there was only a single pipe support design

group at CPSES. In order to maintain schedule, TU Electric

decided to utilize two additional pipe support desian groups and

to divide the design responsibility for pipe supports among the

groups. As a result, during the early 1980's, there were three

separate pipe support design groups at CPSES. Each group was

responsible for certifying the design of particular supports.

Additionally, the pipe support design group that performed the

original design would, in general, review and certify field

changes to its designs. In a relatively few cases, design

responsibility for a pipe support was transferred from one design

group to another group, which then became responsible for

performing the calculations for and certifying the design of the

entire support. However, at any particular time (including final

certification), only one group had responsibility for certifying

the design of any individual support (including the review of its

field changes).

.- . _ . . . . . _- _ -
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Contrary to the Petitioners' first allegation,

different or multiple sets of design criteria were not used to

certify an individual pipe support. Each group was required to

comply with the governing provisions of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code and Project Specification MS-

46A, but was permitted to achieve compliance with these

provisions by using its own methodology (which some witnesses

called " design criteria," and still other witnesses and the ASLB

called " design approaches"). Therefore, even though the design

methodologies differed from group to group, only the methodology

of the responsible design group was used in certifying an
individual s pport. The ASLB in the CPSES OL proceeding

acknowledged this situation and found it to be acceptable, and

there is nothing in the quotations cited by the Petitioners which
is inconsistent with the ASLB's findings.

Petitioners' second allegation, related to the transfer

of design responsibility, is similarly misplaced. Such transfers

were explicitly authorized by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion III and ANSI N45.2.11. In particul- r, Appendix B

states that "[djesign changes, including field changes, shall be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those

applied to the original design and be approved by the

organization that performed the original design unless the

applicant designates another responsible organization."
(Emphasis added).

.

m --

-, - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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Some passages in TU Electric's testimony and affidavits

stated that the review and certification of field changes would

be performed by the " original design organization;" other

passages stated that the review and certification would be

performed lur the " responsible design organization," Petitioners

argue that the use of the term " original design organization" is

inconsistent with the fact that design responsibility for the

entire support was on occasion transferred from one design group
to another. However, the subject and purpose of the testimony

was to clarify that field design changes were always approved by

the design organization responsible for the entire design.

There was no statement or indication that design responsibility

had not been or was forever prohibited from being transferred

from one design group to another. Thus, the Petitioners clearly '~

take testimony out of context and improperly claim that TU

Electric witnesses were addressing subjects that were not even at

issue at the time the statements were made.

The issues before the ASLB primarily involved the

adequacy of the iterative design process for pipe supports. In,

i this particular instance, the ASLB was concerned with whether

changes authorized by field engineering (which was not a design
|

| organization) were subject to review and certification by a
|

| responsible pipe support design group to ensure that any
|-
I deficiencies introduced by the field changes would be identified

and corrected. To address this issue, T~J Electric presented

testimony and affidavits which stated that field changes would be

_ _ . ._. _ _ _ .._ __ _ . --
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reviewed and approved oy the responsible design group. It was in

this context that TU Electric witnesses stated that changes

authorized by field engineers were subject to review and

certification by the original design organization. These

statements paraphrased the language in Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.ll,

and the CPSES design control procedures, and they accurately

reflected that design groups (and not field engineers) were being

used for certification of pipe supports at CPSES. Furthermore,

TU Electric witnesses were never asked to discuss matters related

to the transfer of design responsibility of individual supports,

and never claimed that transfers of design responsibility had not

occurred. Thus, there was no reason to discuss particular

instances of such transfers since the ASLB was aware tnat the
~

general scopa of responsibility of the three design groups had

changed over time.
_

Therefore, TU Electric's statements were entirely

appropriate and directed to the issue in question before the

ASLB. The transfer of design responsibility from one design

group to another design group was not the issue, or material to

the issue, being decided by the ASLB. Thus, Petitioners'

allegations that TU Electric submitted " material false

statements" are clearly in error.

2. BACKGROUND

This section is divided into the following two

subsections: Section 2.1 discusses the evolution of design

_ _ - _ _ - __ _-__ - - - .

..
.

. .

,
_
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responsibility for CPSES pipe supports, and Section 2.2 discusses

previous allegations regarding design responsibility for CPSES

pipe supports.

2.1 EVOLUTION OF DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY FOR CPSES PIPE
SUPPORTS

The responsibility for the design of pipe supports at

CDSES has evolved over time.

Initio11y, Gibbs & Hill was the architect-engineer for

CPSES and Westinghouse was the Nuclear Steam Supply System

vendor. Gibbs & Hill was responsible for the design of CPSES

piping (design responsibility for piping designated as Class 1

under the ASME Code was eventually assigned to Westinghouse).

TU Electric decided to contract out the responsibility
,,

[ for the design of CPSES pipe supports to a company who was in the

; business of designing and fabricating pipe supports components.
I

TU Electric selected ITT-Grinnell to perform this task, who

initially had total responsibility for the design of CPSES pipe
supports. In-designing the CPSES pipe supports, ITT-Grinnell was

required to comply with the ASME Code and Gibbs & Hill Project

Design Specification MS-46A. ITT-Grinnell was responsible for

developing a methodology for ensuring compliance with these

requirements.

After several years, it became apparent that ITT-

Grinnell was not able to maintain the schedule for the design of
the CFSES pipe supports. As a result, TU Electric contracted

- . _ _
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with in additional company, Nuclear Power Services, Inc. (NPSI),

and divided the responsibility for the design of large bore pipe
supports between ITT-Grinnell and NPSI. Additionally, TU

Electric established the Pipe Support Engineering (PSE)

organization and assigned it responsibility for the design of
CPSES small bore pipe supports and some laroe bore pipe supports.

NPSI and PSE were required to comply with the ASME Code and Gibbs

& Hill Project Specification MS-46A, and each eas required to

develop a methodology for ensuring compliance with these

requirements. 2/

As a result of these changes, there were three pipe
support design groups for CPSES during the early 1980s. Each

group was assigned responsibility for the design of specifically-
designated pipe supports, and at any particular time only one -

group was responsible for the design of a specific pipe support.

A computerized list (Hanger Installation Tracking System (HITS))

was maintained that identified which group was responsible for
which pipe support. Regardless of which group was responsible

for a particular support, the group was required to comply with
the ASME Code and Gibbs & Hill Project Specification MS-46A in

i

2/ This evolution in design responsibility is discussed in NRC
| Staff Exhibit 207 (NRC Inspection Report 50-445/82-26, 50-
| 446/82-14), pp. 12-13; Affidavit of D.N. Chapman, J.C.

Finneran, Jr., D.E. Powers, R.P. Deubler, R.E. Ballard, Jr.,
and A.T. Parker Regarding Quality Assurance Program for
Design of Piping and Pipe Support for Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station (July 3, 1984), pp. 11-13; CPSES OL
Proceeding Tr. 5277-78.

l
i

.. - -- ._. _ - - - - - -
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designing and certifying the support. However, each group would

I
utilize its own methodology for achieving such compliance.

When pipe support designs were issued to the field for

construction, field engineering would often authorize field

changes in the pipe supports, subject to later review and

approval by the group responsible for design of the pipe support.

In many cases, the field change wore implemented prior to review

and approval by the responsible design group. Such a change was

subject to being scrapped or reworked if the change was not

approved by the responsible design group. The entire process of

issuance of a design,. field changes to the design, and subsequent

design review of the field changes is standard industry practice,

and it forms one part of an overall process known as the

" iterative design process." '~

Sometimes, a field design change for a pipe support

would be transmitted to the responsible design group for review

and approval, and that group would not approve of the change. In

most of these cases, the as-built support would be subject to

rework by the constructor and subsequent review and approval by

the responsible design group. In a small fraction of the cases,

the responsible design group did not have an established

methodology for analyzing the acceptability of the field change,

and responsibility for the design of the entire support in

question was transferred to another design group which did have

an applicable methodology. Similarly, in a few cases, the field

change was not acceptable using the methodology of the

. . --
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responsible design group but was acceptable using the more

refined methodology of another design group, and responsibility
for the design of the entire support in question was transferred

to the other design group. Following such transferr *he new.

design group was responsible for evaluating the acceptability of
the design of the entire support. Thus, at any particular time

(including final certification), only one group had

responsibility for certifying the design of any individual

support.

In the latter half of the 1980s, TU Electric decided to

validate the design of all safety-related and Seismic Category II
pipe supports at CPSES. This validation effort was performed by
Stone E. Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) and later became

part of the CPSES Corrective Action Program. As a result, the
'~

three pipe support design groups were released, and SWEC became

the responsible organization for design of the pipe supports at
CPSES. 2/

2.2 PREVIOUS ALLEGATIONS REGARDING DESIGN
RESPONSIBILITY FOR CPSES PIPE SUPPORTS

Allegations similar to those raised by the Petitioners

have been submitted to the NRC in various contexts during the
past eight years by clients of the Petitioners and other

2/ CAP was performed for CPSES Unit 1 and Common areas, and TU
Electric eventually assumed some of the responsibility for
validation of the pipe support designs. Similar validation
ef forts are being performed by other engineering contractorst

'

for CPSES Unit 2.

I
!
:

. . _ _
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individuals. As discussed below, in each case, the NRC concluded

that the allegation did not indicate any deficiency in the design

of CPSES, or the allegation was withdrawn.

On February 27, 1978, TU Electric filed with the NRC an

application for an operating license for Comanche Peak. Three

organizations, including Citizens Association for Sound Energy

(CASE), requested a hearing and were admitted as intervenors in

the CPSES OL proceeding. Eventually, only one intervenor, CASE,

and one contention, contesting the adequacy of quality assurance

(QA) and quality control (QC) for CPSES, remained in the

proceeding.

Extensive hearings were held on the QA/QC contention.

CASE presented testimony by Mark Walsh and Jack Doyle, who raised

many issues regarding the adequacy of the design and quality ~~

assurance for CPSES piping and pipe supports. Many of their
_

issues related to the " iterative design process." Additionally,

one of their issues pertained to the adequacy of the

organizationt.1 and design interfaces among the three groups that

then had responsibility for the design of CPSES pipe supports.

Among other things, Messrs. Walsh and Doyle were concerned that

the three pipe support design groups were using different design

approaches, and therefore were violating NRC and industry quality

requirements for design.

In December of 1983, the ASLB in the Comanche Peak OL

proceeding issued a partial initial decision, which questioned

the adequacy of design quality for CPSES, including the design

_ ___ ___ - _ _ __-_______- - - _
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quality of CPSES piping and pipe supports. In particular, the

ASLB concluded that the " iterative design process" did not

satisfy the requirements in 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix B for prompt

identification and correction of design deficiencies. However,

the ASLB also concluded that the organizational and design

interfaces for CPSES pipe supports were adequate. In particular,

the ASLB concluded that the three pipe support design groups were

each using the ASME Code and Specification MS-46A, that

differences occurred in the design approaches of the groups, and

that it was possible to use different approaches to satisfy the
ASME Code and Specification MS-46A. The ASLB also concluded that

the use of different approaches by the different groups did not

present a safety concern or violate NRC requirements because each

group had its own scope of responsibility for a specific group of -

pipe supports and there was no need for cross communication

between the groups since they did not share common in-line design
responsibility. 1/

As part of TU Electric's plan to address the concerns

raised by the ASLB regarding design quality, TU Electric filed a

number-of motions for summary disposition and accompanying

affidavits in 1984. The ASLB ruled on only one of those motions

1/ Texas Utilities Generating Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-83-81, 18 NRC 1410, 1428-29,
1450-52 (1983). As the ASLB found, "Since neither the
[s]pecification . nor the ASME Code dictate in detail. .

the means by which an engineer is to satisfy the design
criteria, differences in engineering approaches occurred
between the three parallel pipe support groups." LBP-83-81
18 NRC 1451.

- .
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(related to welding issues). 5/ In June 1985, TU Electric told

the ASLB that it planned to resolve all remaining issues before

the ASLB through the Comanche Peak Response Team (CPRT) and to

withdraw the motions for summary disposition. E/ In addition

to the CPRT review, J Electric conducted a far-ranging and

unprecedented Corrective Action Program (CAP) at Comanche Peak.

The CAP included a comprehensive design and hardware validation

to ensure that Comanche Peak satisfied all regulatory

requirements and could be operated safety. Under the CAP

program, SWEC performed a revalidation of pipe supports.

In early 1986, S.M.A. Hasan brought a number of

concerns to the NRC, with CASE's assistance. Mr. Hasan was a

former employee of NPSI and had been laid-off by NPSI after SWEC

assumed responsibility for the design of CPSES pipe supports. '-

Mr. Hasan was represented by the Government Accountability

Project (GAP), which was also the representative of CASE. Some

of the individuals who currently comprise the Petitioners were

then employed by GAP and were counsel to Mr. Hasan. In general,

Mr. Hasan's technical concerns were similar to the pipe support

design (Walsh/Doyle) issues raised by CASE in the operating

license proceeding. In particular, Mr. Hasan alleged that pipe

support design packages were being transferred from one pipe

5/ Texas Utilities Plectric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-84-25, 19 NRC 1589 (1984).

5/ " Applicants' Current Management Views and Management Plan
for Resolution of All Issues" (June 28, 1985).
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support design group to another group, which would utilize design

criteria that were different from the criteria used by the first

group. On May 28, 1987, the NRC requested that TU Electric

review these allegations. 2/ TU Electric responded on July 2,
a

1987. H/ On January 6, 1988, the NRC provided to Mr. Hasan net

only TU Electric's response but also the Staff's evaluation of
-

Mr. Hasan's pipe support allegations. The NRC Staff found that

"the allegations, both individually and collectively, have been
adequately addressed." 2/ In regard to Mr. Hasan's concerns

that inconsistent design criteria were being c4ed in the
certification of pipe support design, tne NRC Staff found:

When the SWEC piping and pipe support
requalification program [in the CAP program)
'<as initiated, the design of pipe supports
became the responsibility of a single design
organization (SWEC). Only one design -

criteria document (CPPP-7) is being used for
the requalification of all ASME code Class 1,
2, and 3 pipa supports at CPSES. Any -

identified defic!cncies which might have
resulted from the use of inconsistent desigr.
criteria will be corrected. Thus, the staff
finds that the collective allegation
associated with the use of inconsistent pipe
support design criteria by the previous

2/ Letter frt- r '. Grimes (NRC Office of Special Projects) to
W.G. Counsil gTU Electric) (May ta, 1987).

H/ Letter from W.G. Counsil (TU Electric) to U. S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (July 2, 1987) (No. TXX-6535).

2/ Letter from Phillip F. McKee (NRC Office of Special
Projectc) to Mr. S.M.A. Hasan (Jan. 6, 1988).

!

_ _ _ - - _ _ . . - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . -______-_--___----____ _ _ _ _
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design groups has been adequately
resolved. 10/

In various letters in 1987 and 1988, CASE provided the ASLB with

copies of Mr. Hasan's allegations, TU Electric's response to the

allegations, and the NRC's disposition of the allegatione. 11/
Therefore, the ASLB was fully aware of Mr. Hasan's allegations

and their resolutions when, as discussed below, it decided to

approve the settlement of the CPSES OL proceeding.

In early 1986, Mr. Hasan also flied a complaint with

the Department of Labor (DOL) under the whistleblower provisions
of Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act. Mr. Hasan,

alleged that he was laid-off and blacklisted because of the

allegations he had made, including allegations regarding use of

inconsistent design criteria by different pipe support desiggy
groups at CPSES. In October 1987, the Administrative Law Judge
in the DOL proceeding issued a recommended decision and order

dismissing the proceeding, finding that Mr. Hasan's " version ofi

events is simply not believable." 12/ Mr. Hasan was

(
i 1D/ Letter from Phillip F. McKee (NRC Office of Special
! Projects) to Mr. S.M.A. Hasan, Enclosure 1, p. 3 (Jan. 6,

1988).

! 11/ CASE letters to the ASLB dated July 8, 1987, and May 17,
!. 1988.

12/ Hasan v. Nuclear Power Services. I n c __ , Case. No. 86-ERA-24,
"Reccmmended Decision and Order" (Oct. 21, 1987), p. 3.
This order was affirmed by the Secretary of Labor in a
" Final Decision and Order" (June 26, 1991). The Secretary'sdecision has been appealed to the U.S Court of Appeals.

.. . - - - - . - - --
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represented in the DOL proceeding by GAP, and in particular by
some of the members who currently comprise the Petitioners.

In late June of 1988, CASE, TU Electric, and the NRC

Staff agreed to a settlement of the CPSES OL proceed >'u.

Subsequently, on July 13, 1988, the ASLB issued an t .:6.r

approving the settlement and dismissing the OL proc eeding.12/

At the time the ASLB approved of the settlement, a

number of individuals and groups attempted to overturn the
settlement. For examplc, one of the Petitioners' " confidential"

clients, an individual designated as " John Doe", submitted a

letter to the Chairman of the Commission on July 10, 1988, with
copies to the ASLB. He alleged that the NRC had not properly |

investigated the concerns he had submitted several years earlier,
I and that TU Electric had committed perjury. Similarly, Lon
t

Burnam made a limited appearance statement before the ASLB also

cl-' ming that TU Electric had committed perjury. 11/ Neither

of these allegations contained any basis, and neither affected

the ASLB's decision to accept the settlement agreement in the
i

| CPSES OL proceeding. Additicnally, in July 1989, Mr. Burnam

submitted a motion to reopen the record in the CPSES OL

proceeding, alleging, among other things, that TU Electric had

13/ Texas Utilities Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-88-18B, 28 NRC 103 (1988).

11/ Tr. 25230-32. Mr. Burnam was a member of the Greater Fort
Worth Sierra Club. The Petitioners filed a motion for leave
to intervene in the CPSES OL proceeding on behalf of the

i Greater Fort Worth Sierra Club on July 11, 1988.

a
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committed perjury in testifying that the pipe design groups had

separate responsibilities for designing pipe supports. However,

Mr. Burnam withdrew his motion before the NRC could rule on it.

3. INFORMATION RELATED TO THE SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS RAISED BY
THE PETITIONERS

__

The Petitioners allege that "ssnior managers" for TU

Electric submitted material false statements before the ASLB from

1982 to 1984 regarding the three organizations which were, at

that time, involved with the design of pipe supports for Comanche

Peak. 11/ Specifically, the Petitioners claim that TU

Electric personnel made material false statements in a September

15 *982 hearing before the ASLB and in two affidavits submitted.

with summary disposition motions in June and July of 1984. 15/

Petitioners refer to testimony and affidavits presented by TU

Electric, which indicated that each of the three pipe support -

design organizations had " separate and distinct" design

responsibilities and that design changes necessary to reconcile

field modifications would be reviewed and c- :tified by the

" original design organization." Based on testimony presented in

a proceeding initiated by a Mr. Hasan before the DOL, the

Petitioners argue that, because " pipe supports were routinely

transferred between the various pipe support groups and were

routinely certified using more than one set of design criteria,"

11/ Petition, p. 4.

11/ Petition, pp. 4, 6-7.

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _____ - _ _ -
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the " interfaces between the various pipe support groups were not

separate and distinct ..." as stated by TU Electric. 12/

,

3.1 SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF PETITIONERS' AT T EGATIONS

The Petitioners' allegations regarding the interface

between the three design organizations is essentially identical
_

to the allegations which Mr. Hasan submitted to the NRC in 1986.

These allegations have no safety significance with respect to the
curicnt design of CPSES pipe supports. In 1988, the NRC found

that the requalification of pipe supports by SWEC would ensure

the adequacy of the pipe support designs. Therefore, the NRC

concluded that "the collective allegation associated with the use

of inconsistent pipe support design criteria by the previous

design groups has been resolved." 1H/

_

3.2 VALIDITY OF PETITIONERS' AT T.EGATIONS

The Petitioners' allegation essentially has two parts.
First, Petitioners allege that different or multiple design
criteria were utilized to certify a pipe support. Second,

Petitioners allege that responsibility for the design of pipe
supports was transferred from one group to another, contrary to

TU Electric testimony that the original design organization would

12/ Petition, p. 10.

11/ Letter from Phillip K. McKee (NRC Office of Special
Projects) to Mr. S.M.A. Hasan (Jan. 6, 1988), Enclosure 1,
p. 3.,

I

-_ _ __ - - - _ - - _ - _ _ --- a
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review and certify design changes to pipe supports. Each of

these parts is discussed separately below.

3.2.1 PETITIONERS' ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO USE OF
DIFFERENT OR MULTIPLE DESIGN CRITERIA TO CERTIFY A
PIPE SUPPORT DESIGN

The Petitioners allege that "different" or " multiple

se s" of design criteria were used to certify the design of a

pipa support, and that TU Electric's testimony to the contrary

constitutes a material false statement. 12/
This allegation is erroneous. Different or multiple

sets of design criteria were not used to certify an individual

pipe support. As explained in the CPSES OL Proceeding, each pipe

support group was required to comply with the governina

provisions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Code and Project Specification MS-46A. 2D/ However, each

group was permitted to achieve compliance with these provisions

by using its own methodology (which some witnesses called " design

criteria," and still other witnesses and the ASLB called " design

approaches"). 21/ Although the design methodologies differed

11/ Petition, pp. 9, 11.

2D/ Applicants' Exhibit 142, p. 9; Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 12-13;
Tr. 5014, 5279.

21/ There is no universally-accepted definition of the term
" design criteria." Witnesses in both the ASLB
proceeding and the DOL proceeding sometimes used the
term " design criteria" interchangeably with the term
" design approaches." For example, TU Electric
testified in the CPSES OL proceeding that each pipe

(continued...)

.
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from group to group, only the methodology of the responsible

design group was used in certifying an individual support. 22/
The ASLB in the CPSES OL proceeding acknowledged this situation

and found it to be acceptable 22/, and there is nothing in the

quotations cited by the Petitioners 21/ which is inconsistent

with the ASLB's findings.

21/(... continued)
support group utilized the same " project specifications
and ASME Code requirements" to design pipe supports,
and that each group employed "derign criteria which
comply with those specifications." Applicants'
Exhibit 142, p. 9. Similarly, the NRC Staff submitted
an NRC inspection report into evidence before the ASLB
which stated that each of the three pipe support design
groups utilized the ASME Code and Specification MS-46A
(which the inspection report refers to as " design
criteria"), and that " differences in engineering
approaches occurred between the three parallel pipe
support groups." Staff Exhibit 207, pp.12-13. Citing
both TU Electric's and the NRC Staff's exhibits, the
ASLB concluded that the ASME Code and Specification MS-
46A providen the " design criteria" for the three pipe
support design groups and that differences occurred in
the design approaches utilized by the groups to satisfy
these design criteria. Texas Utilities Generating co.
(Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Units 1 and 2),
LBP-83-81, 18 NRC 1410, 1440-51 (1983). Thus, elthough,

| the terminology before the ASLB (and the DOL) was not
i consistent, the substance of the testimony was

consistent.

22/ ' Applicants' Exhibit 142, p. 9; Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 12-13.
| Similar statements appear in the Oral Deposition of David M.
| Rencher (May 29, 1987) pp. 260, 264, 270, in the DOL
| Proceeding.

23/ Texas Utilities Generating Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-83-81, 18 NRC 1410, 1428-29
(1983).

| 11/ Petition, pp. 9-11.

L _ .- - _-. _ , _ __
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As a basis for their allegation that individual pipe

supports were sometimes certified using multiple sets of " design

criteria" (or " design approaches" in the lexicon of the ASLB),

Petitioners refer to statements mada in Mr. Hasan's DOL

proceeding by TU Electric employecs. These individuals stated i

l

that pipe support design packages were sometimes " rejected" from |
|

one design group to another group, which would then certify the
pipe support designs using different criteria than the first

group. 25/

The testimony in the DOL proceeding cited by

Petitioners does not indicate that " multiple" or "different"

design criteria or approaches were utilized in the certification

of a design of a single pipe support. Instead, this testimony
'

stated that the responsibility for the design of a pipe support
was transferred from one design group to another group, which

then certified the design package for the support using its

methodology rather than the mathodology of the first group. For

example, the Petitioners cite the deposition of George
Chamberlain in the DOL proceeding. 21/ In pages 182-183 of

his deposition, Mr. Chamberlain testified as follows:

Q. (BY MR. KOHN) Do you remember site
engineering groups changing the scope of the work on
Richmond inserts?

25/ Petition, pp. 9-11,

25/ Petition, p. 11 fn. 9.

_ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ - . . . __ _ . . . - . . _ . .
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A. Yes. As I stated yesterday, ITT Grinnell did
not have design criteria for Richmond inserts used in
conjunction with tube steel; and, therefore, any
supports that had been redesigned in using that type of
connection by the field engineering group in the course
of construction had to be transferred over to the site
group because they did have criteria for it, addressing
it.

. . *

Q. (BY MR. KOHN) If anyone worked in two
different groups, would that be common knowledge?

. . .

A. Since most of the engineers also probably did
some assistance in field problems, I would say that
generally most of them were aware of the different
organizations' design criteria, because they would want
to make sure that any design changes that they were
initiating would in the end meet that particular
organization's design guidelines. Each organization
had to certify their own hangers to their own
guidelines.

The Petitioners also cite pages 120-121 of the testimony of David

Rencher in the DOL proceeding 22/ for the proposition thu

pipe supports were being transferred from one design group to
another. However, immediately following this testimony, at pages
124-125 of the transcript, Mr. Rencher testified as follows:

BY MR. WOLKOFF:

Q. During the time period that Mr. Hasan worked
under your supervision at Comanche Peak, how many
different sets of design criteria were in place?

A. There were three.
.

Q. What were they?

A. ITT Grenelle [ sic], NPSI, and the PSE design
guidelines.

11/ Petition, pp. 11-12.

- . _ . - -.- _ . . . ~ - . _ ~ _____ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Q. And did they differ one to another in certain
respects?

A. Yes, they did.

Q. But I take it each pipe that was qualified
had to be qualified under one of the three different
sets of criteria. Right?

A. That is correct.

Thus, the testimony and deposition in the DOL proceeding cited by

the Petitioners clearly states that, even though transfers of

responsibility of the design of pipe supports did occur, only one

set of design criteria or approaches would be used to certify any
particular pipe support.

In summary, each of the three pipe support design

groups utilized the ASME Code and Specification MS-46A (which the

ASLB referred to as " design criteria") in certifying the design
of pipe supports. Thus, even after design responsibility for a

pipe support was transferred from one group to another, the

support was still required to comply with the ASME Code and

Specification MS-46A. The transfer of design responsibility from

one group to another did result in the application of a

methodology (which the ASLB referred to as " design approaches"

and various other individuals referred to as " design criteria")
by the second group that was not the same as would have been

applied by the first group. However, the second group had the

responsibility for certifying the design of the entire support,
and only its " design approaches" or " design criteria" (and not

those of the first group) were utilized in performing the

_ _ _ . _
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l

certiff'.ation. Thus, "different" or " multiple" criteria or

|approaches were not utilized in certifying an individual support. '

|

3.2.3 PETITIONERS' ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO THE TRANSFER
OF DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY FROM ONE GROUP TO ANOTHER
GROUP

The Petitioners cite three statements by a TU Electric
manager which they claim are false. 23/ In particular, the

Petitioners allege that each of the following statements
constitute material false statements:

1) The changes made (to the pipe support designs)"
. . .

will go to the original design organization and they
will review it and make their own calculations for that
chango . I might point out that after the final. .

review of these drawings, they are stamped and signed
by an engineer with the original design organization .

After all the field changes are incorporated in the. .

drawing and the drawing goes through final review from
the as-built loading, the drawing will be stamped and
signed certified by the original design organization .

[E]ach organization that designs supports will be. .

responsible for certifying that the support is good for
the as-built loads (These organizations) would be. . .

ITT Grinnell, NPSI . and my organization, Pipe. .

Support Engineering." ASLB Tr. 4971, 4985-4986, 5013
(emphasis added (by the Petitioners)).

1E/ The Petitioners also qucte two statements by the ASLB, and
they argue that these statements are additional examples of
material false statements by TU Electric. Petition, pp. 4-
5, 5-6. Obviously, TU Electric cannot be held responsible
for statements made by the ASLB. In any event, as is clear
from reading the entire passage (the Petitioners have
excised many relevant passages), the first statement quoted
by the Petitioners on pages 4-5 of their petition was based
upon statements made by the NRC Staff in the Special
Inspection Team (SIT) Inspection Report, not upon statements
made by TU Electric. Similarly, the second statement quoted
by the Petitioners on pages 5-6 of their petition was also
based largely on the SIT Inspection Report, it also
referenced TU Electric prepared testimony for the
proposition that each pipe support design group had its own
scope of responsibility (which clearly was correct).

_
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2) "As I previously testified design changes are
subject to review by the responsible design
organizations. (Tr. 4970-71)." Egg Affidavit of John

Finneran, Jr. regarding Stability of Pipe SupportsC.
and Piping Systems, dated June 17, 1984 at p. 14
(emphasis added (by the Petitioners)).

3) three organizations (NPSI, ITT-Grinnell, and PSE). . .

had " separate and distinct responsibilities for the
design of pipe supports" and all design changes are
" returned to the original designer for correction and _

rechecking . Sag Affidavit of D.N. Chapman, J.C."
. .

Finneran,-Jr., D.E. Powers, R.P. Deubler, Jr., and A.T.
Parker regarding Quality Assurance Program for Design
of Piping and Pipe Supports for Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station, stated [ sic] July 3, 1984, at pp. 13,36.

The Petitioners allege that these statements are false because

pipe support design packages were transferred from one design

group to another group for certification. 12/
Petitioners' allegation is misplaced. The transfer of

design packages was explicitly authorized by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III and ANSI N45.2.11-1974. In particular, -

Appendix B states that:

[d]esign changes, including field changes shall be
subject to design control measures commens, urate with
those applied to the original design and be approved by
the organization that performed the original design
unless the applicant designates another responsible
organization. [ Emphasis Added)

Similarly, ANSI N45.2.11-1974 la/ states that

[w]here an organization which originally was
responsible for approving a particular design document

21/ Petition, p. 9.

1Q/ For construction, TU Electric has been committed to Draft 2,
Rev. 2 of ANSI N45.2.11 (May 1973), which contains an
identical statement.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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is no longer responsible, the plant owner shall
designate the new responsible organization . . . .

In addition, the statements cited by Petitioners track

very closely the language that is contained in the design control

procedures then in existence. For examplot

o The CPSES Quality Assurance Plan, Section 3.0.2, stated
that "[c)hanges to design specifications or documents
are reviewed and approved by the same individual or
group responsible for original review and approval."

+

o The CPSES Quality Assurance Plan, Section 3.0.3, stated
that "(c]hanges to the design are documented, reviewed,
and approved by the original designers commensurate
with the controls applied to the original design."

o Procedure CP-EP-4.6, " Field Design Change Control,"
Rev. 8, Section 3.2.2, stated that "[f]ield originated
design changes /deviaticas shall be approved by the
original designer's designated site representative

o Procedure CP-EI-4.5-4, " Technical Services Engineering
Instruction for Pipe Hanger Design Review and
certification," Rev. 4, Section 3.1.1, stated that

c"[s]ite generated design changes to vendor supplied
pipe supports shall be reviewed for structural
acceptability and compliance with applicable code
requirements . by representatives of the original. .

design organizations in accordance with their
respective engineering programs."

Thus, the language quoted by Petitioners is consistent with

'Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.ll and the design control procedures used

at CPSES.

Petitioners have selectively quoted from the transcript

and affidavits. For example, the first statement quoted by

Petitioners employs ellipses to omit 42 pages of transcript, and

the third statement quoted by Petitioners omits 23 pages of the
cited affidavit. More importantly, the Petitioners have

I

_ ____ _ ___ _ _-_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ --_ __-_
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selectively excised statements from their quotations which are
inconsistent with their argument. For example, with respect to

their third statement quoted above, tne Petitioners imply that TU

Electric did not inform the ASLB that design responsibility for
pipe supports was transferred from one group to another.

However, TU Electric did discuss in general how responsibilities
for pipe supports had evolved over time. That discussion

occurred on the very page cited by the Petitioners (i.e., page 13
of the affidavit in question). Furthermore, during the hearings,

TU Electric explicitly stated that "[t]here were changes in
scope, in some of the work." Tr. 5048. 11/

Petitioners have also lifted TU Electric's statements
out of their context. The Petitioners cite passages in TU

Electric's testimony and affidavits which stated that the review

and certification of field changes would be performed by the <

| " original design organization." Petitioners argue that the use

of the term " original design organization" is inconsistent with

the fact that design responsibility for the entire support was on
occasion transferred from one design group to another. However,

!

| the subject and purpose of the testimony was to clarify that
field design changes were always approved by the design

11/ The Petitioners also assert that page 36 of the affidavit in
question states that "all design changes are ' returned to
the original designer for correction and rechecking. '"

. .

In actuality, this portion of the affidavit was not
referring to review of field design changes. Instead, as is
clearly stated on pages 35 and 36 of the affidavit, the
statements in question pertained to design verification of
" initial support design."

__ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..__ _ __ .
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organization responsible for the entire design. There was no

statement or indication that design responsibility had. not been

or was forever prohibited from being transferred from one design
igroup to another. In fact, other passages in TU Electric's '

testimony before the ASLB stated that the review and
|

certification would be performed by the " responsible design ;

1
organization." 22/ For example, at pages 4957 to 4958 of the j

transcript of the CPSES OL proceeding, the TU Electric witness

testified as follows:

|

JUDGE McCOLLOM: Did the field engineers decide !what the change was going to be?

WITNESS FINNERAN: Yes, they do.

JUDGE MILLER: They did. We're talking about a
specific area now.

WITNESS FINNERAN: Ye ait .

JUDGE MILLER: Okay.

JUDGE McCOLLOM: All right, and yet they are
not responsible for determining whether it's stable or
not?

WITNESS FINNERAN: No. They just document what
they have done, and that documentation will go on to
the responsible design organization for the support,

.

22/ Applicants' Exhibit 142, pp. 34-35; Tr. 4954, 4957-58;
Affidavit of John C. Finneran, Jr., Regarding Stability of
Pipe Supports and Piping Systems (June 17, 1984) pp. 14, 23;
Affidavit of D.N. Chapman, J.C. Finneran, Jr., D.E. Powers,
R.P. Deubler, R.E. Ballard, Jr., and A.T. Parker Regarding
Quality Assurance Program for Design of Piping and Pipe
Supports for Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (July 3,
1984), p. 51. Additionally, in other cases, TU Electric
stated that the review of field changes would be performed
by the " proper design organization." Tr. 5184, 5185-86.

._ _ _ _ __ _ _._ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ .,.._ _ _. _ . ~
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and they will review what the field engineers have
done.

JUDGE McCOLLOM: The responsible design
organization is the one that designed the original one?

WITNESS FINNERAN: Yes. In the particular case
of the support I'm alluding to in March, I think the
original design organization was ITT.

I thin). there's some confusion as to how the field
group operai.es. They have no design resrehsibility.

All they do is interface with the craft and make
changes, document those changes; and that change will
then be reviewed by the responsible design
organizctior..

If the responsible design organization decides
that the c'..ange that the field made 1: not appropriate,
then we w'.11 modify the support in accordance with
their request.

The subject raised by the Petitioners (transfer of design
responsibility) was not even at issue at the time the statements
were made.

The quotations cited by the Petitioners were made in

response to questions related to the " iterative design process. "
The it<erative design process was a major factor associated with

the Walsh/Doyle issues in the CPSES OL proceeding. One of the

concerns involving the iterative design process dealt with

whether changes authorized by field engineering (which did not

have design responsibility) were subject to review and

certification by a responsible design organization to ensure that

any deficiencies introduced by the field changes would be
identified and corrected.

The NRC established a Special Inspection Team (SIT) to

investigate the Walsh/Doyle issues, including the issues relatedt

to the iterative design process. The SIT concluded that each of
|

|
,

.-_ _ --- _ __ -.
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the alleged design deficiencies identified by Walsh/Doyle

pertained to designs that had not yet completed the iterative

design process. The SIT also concluded that TU Electric had

appropriate procedures governing the iterative design process,

and that these procedures would ensure correction of the

identified deficiencies. In particular, the NRC Staff found that

field changes authorized by field engineers were subject to

review by the " responsible pipe support design group" to ensure

that the stresses on the supports would be acceptable. 22/

The NRC Staff offered the SIT inspection report into evidence in

the CPSES OL proceeding to address this issue before the ASLB.

Similarly, TU Electric presented testimony and affidavits on this

issue in the CPSES OL proceeding. Each of the quotations cited

by Petitioners was made in the context of a discussion of the

iterative design process. In particular, the quotations

addressed whether field changes authorized by field engineering

would be subject to review and approval by a responsible pipe

support design group.

It was in this context that TU Electric witnesses

sometimes stated that changes authorized by field engineers were

subject to review and certification by the original design

organization. These statements paraphrased the language in

Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.11, nd the CPSES design control

procedures. Additionclly, these statements accurately reflected

11/ NRC Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 13-16.

i

_.
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that design groups (and not field engineers) were utilized for
certification of pipe suppo' s at CPSES. TU Electric witnesses

were never auked to discuss matters related to the transfer of
design responsibility of individual supports, and never claimed
that trensfers of design responsibility had not occurred.

Furthermore, transfer of responsibility for individual pipe
supports was not at issue before the ASLB, and there was no

reason to discuss particular instances of such transfers since

the ASLB was admittedly aware that the scope of responsibility of
the three design groups had changed over time. '

Therefore, TU Electric's statements were entirely s

appropriate and directed to the issue in question before the
mASLB. The transfer of design responsibility from one group to

another was not the issue, or material to the issue, being
decided by the ASLB. Thus, allegations that TU Electric made

" material false statements" are clearly in error.

4. CONCLUSI_QHS

During the last eight years, the Petitioners, their

clients (including Mr. Hasan), and others have raised allegations

regarding the transfer of pipe support design packages among

design organizations and the use of different design criteria or
approaches. These allegations have repeatedly been determined to
have no safety significance.

Having failed to prevail on behalf of Mr. Hasan in

other forums, the Petitioners now appear to be taking a new

- _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . . _ _-____ - _ - ,
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tactic by raising allegations that TU Electric has committed

material false statements. These allegations are nothing more
than a rehash of old allegations in a new form. The TU Electric
statements cited by the Petitioners accurately reflected that
field changes were reviewed by design groups. Furthermore, the

Petitioners have misinterpreted and mischaracterized these

statements, have selectively quoted from the testimony and
affidavitslof TU Electric, and have taken statements out of
context. In short, the statements do not say what the
Petitioners purport that they : tate.

I

!

!

.
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(related to welding issues). 1/ In June 1985, TU Electric told

the ASLB that it planned to resolve all remaining issues before

the ASLB through the Comanche Peak Response Team (CPRT) and to

withdraw the motions for summary disposition. E/ In addition

to the CPRT review, TU Electric conducted a far-ranging and

unprecedented Corrective Action Program (CAP) at Comanche Peak.

The CAP included e comprehensive design and hardware validation

to ensure that Comanche Peak satisfied all regulatory

requirements and could be operated safety. Under the CAP

program, SWEC performed a revalidation of pipe supports.

In early 1986, S.M.A. Hasan brought a number of

concerns to the NRC, with CASE's assistance. Mr. Hasan was a

farner employee of NPSI and had been laid-of f by NPSI af ter SWEC

a:sumed responsibility for the design of CPSES pipe supports.

Mr. Hasan was represented by the Government Accountability

Project (GAP), which was also the representative of CASE. Some

of the individuals who currently comprise the Petitioners were

then employed by GAP and were counsel to Mr. Hasan. In general,
i

i Mr. Hasan's technical concerns were similar to the pipe support
l

design (Walsh/Doyle) issues raised by CASE in the operating

license proceeding. In particular, Mr. Hasan alleged that pipe

support design packages were being transferred from one pipe

3/ Texas Utilities Electric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-84-25, 19 NRC 1589 (1984).

A/ " Applicants' Current Management Views and Management Plan
for Resolution of All Issues" (June 28, 1985).

._. _ __ _ _ _____ _
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!support design group to another group, which would utilize design !

criteria that were different from the criteria used by the first
group. On May 28, 1987, the NRC requested that TU Elactric

review these allegations. 2/ TU Electric responded on July 2,
1987. H/ On January 6, 1988, the NRC provided to Mr. Hasan not

only TU Electric's response but also the Staff's ovaluation of
Mr. Hasan's pipe support allegations. The NRC Staff found that
"the allegations, both individually and collectively, have been
adequately addressed." 1/ In regard to Mr. Hasan's concerns

that inconsistent design criteria were being used in the
certification of pipe support design, the NRC Staff found:

When the SWEC piping ant. pipe suppor.
requalification program [in the CAP program)
was initiated, the design of pipe supports
became the responsibility of a single design
organization (SWEC). Only one design --
criteria document (CPPP-7) is being used for
the requalification of all ASME code Class 1,
2, and 3 pipe supports at CPSES. Any
identified deficiencies which might have
resulted from the use of inconsistent design
criteria will be corrected. Thus, the staff
finds that the collective allegation
associated with the use of inconsistent pipe
stoport design criteria by the previous

,

, 1/ Letter from C.I. Grimes (NRC Office of Special Projects) to'

W.G. Counsil (TU Electric) (May 28, 1987). ,

H/ Letter from W.G. Counsil (TU Electric) to U. S. NuclearRegulatory Commission (July 2, 1987) (No. TXX-6535).
1/ Letter from Phillip F. McKee (NRC Office of Special

Projects) to Mr. S.M.A. Hasan (Jan. 6, 1988).

__._ __ _ __ . ._ - _ _ _ _ _ .
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design groups has been adequately
resolved. 12/

In various letters in 1987 and 1988, CASE provided the ASLB with

copies of Mr. Hasan's rllegations, TU Electric's response to the

allegations, and the NRC's disposition of the allegations. 11/
Therefore, the ASLB was fully aware of Mr. Hasan's allegations

and their resolutions when, as discussed below, it decided to

approve the settlement of the CPSES OL proceeding.

In early 1986, Mr. Hasan also filed a complaint with

the Department of Labor (DOL) under the whistleblower provisions
of Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act. Mr. Hasan,

alleged that he was laid-off and blacklisted because of the

allegations he had made, including allegations regarding use of

inconsistent design criteria by different pipe support desig3,
groups at CPSES. In October 1987, the Administrative Law Judge
in the DOL proceeding issued a recommended decision and order

dismissing the proceeding, finding that Mr. Hasan's " version of
events is simply not believable." 12/ Mr. Hasan was

;

|

| lQ/ Letter from Phillip F. McKee (NRC Office of Special
: Projects) to Mr. S.M.A. Hasan, Enclosure 1, p. 3 (Jan. 6,

1988).

11/ CASE letters to the ASLB dated July 8, 1987, and May 17,1988.

12/ Hasan v. Nuclear Power Services. Inc., Case. No. 86-ERA-24,
" Recommended Decision and Order" (Oct. 21, 1987), p. 3.
This order was affirmed by the Secretary of Labor in a
" Final Decision and Order" (June 26, 1991). The Secretary's
6ecision has been appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals.|

_ _ _ _ _ _ . -- -- -
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represented in the DOL proceeding by GAP, and in particular by
some of the members who currently comprise the Petitioners.

In late June of 1988, CASE, TU Electric, and the NRC
iStaff agreed to a settlement of the CPSES OL proceeding.

Subsequently, on July 13, 1988, the ASLB issued an order

approving th3 settlement and dismissing the OL proceeding. 12/

At the time the ASLB approved of the settlemant, a

number of individuals and groups attempted to overturn the
settlement. For example, one of the Petitioners' " confidential"
clients, an individual designated as " John Doe", submitted a

letter to the Chairman of the Commission on July 10, 1988, with
copies to the ASLB. He allaged that the NRC had not properly

investigated the concerns he had submitted several years earlier,
and that TU Electric had committed perjury. Similarly, Lon

Burnam made a limited appearance statement before the ASLB also

claiming that TU E3 ctric had committed perjury.11/ Neither

of these allegations contained any basis, and neither affected

the ASLB's decision to accept the settlement agreement in the
CPSES OL proceeding. Additionally, in July 1989, Mr. Burnam
submitted a motion to reopen the record in the CPSES OL

proceeding, alleging, among other things, that TU Electric had

12/ Texas Utilities E?ectric Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LEP-88-18B, 28 NRC 103 (1988).

11/ Tr. 25230-32. Mr. Burnam was a member of the Greater Fort
Worth Sierra Club. The Petitioners filed a motion for leave|

to intervene in the CPSES OL proceeding on behalf of the
Greater Fort Worth Sierra Club on Jull' 11, 1988.

. _ ._ ._ ._ __
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committed perjury in testifying that the pipe design groups had
separate responsibilities for designing pipe supports. However,

Mr. Burnam withdrew his motion before the NRC could rule on it.

3. INFORMATION RELATED TO THE SPECITIC ALLEGATIONS RAISED BY
THE PETITIONERS

The Petitioners allege that " senior managers" for TU

Electric submitted material falso statements before the ASLB from
1982 to 1984 regarding the three organizations which were, at

that time, involved with the design of pipe supports for Comanche

Peak. 15/ Specifically, the Petitioners claim that TU

Electric personnel made material false statements in a September

15, 1982 hearing before the ASLB and in two affidavits submitted

with summary disposition motions in June and July of 1984. 11/

Petitioners refer to testimony and affidavits presented by TU

Electric, which indicated that each of the three pipe support

design organizations had " separate and distinct" design

responsibilities and that design changes necessary to reconcile

field modificetions would be reviewed and certified by the
" original design organization." Eased on testimony presented in

a proceeding initiated by a Mr. Hasan before the DOL, the

Petitioners argue that, because " pipe supports were routinely

transferred between the various pipe support groups and were

routinely certified using more than one set of design criteria,"

li/ Petition, p. 4.

11/ Petition, pp. 4, 6-7.

. . - .
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the " interfaces between the various pipe support groups were not
separate and distinct " as stated by TU Electric. 12/...

3.1 SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE OF PETITIONERS' ATTEGATIONS

The Petitioners' allegations regarding the interface

between the three design organizations is essentially identical
to the allegations which Mr. Hasan submitted to the NRC in 1986.

These allegations have no safety significance with respect to the
current design of CPSES pipe supports. In 1988, the NRC found

that the requalification of pipe supports by SWEC would ensure

the adequacy of the pipe support designs. Therefore, the NRC

concluded that "the collective allegation associated with the use

of inconsistent pipe support design criteria by the previous
design groups has been resolved." 1E/

3.2 VALIDJTY OF PETITIONERS' ATTFGATIONS

The Petitioners' allegation essentially has two parts.
First, Petitioners allege that different or multiple design
criteria were utilized to certify a pipe support. Second,

Petitioners allege that responsibility for the design of pipe
supports was transferred from one group to another, contrary to

TU Electric testimony that the original design organization would

11/ Petition, p. 10.

11/ Letter from Phillip K. McKee (NRC Office of Special
Projects) to Mr. S.M.A. HaFan (Jan. 6, 1988), Enclosure 1,
p. 3.

|
__-_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - .. - --
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review and certify design changes to pipe supports. Each of

these parts is discussed separately below.

3.2.1 PETITIONERS' ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO USE OF
DIFFERENT OR MULTIPLE DESIGN CRITERIA TO CERTIFY A
PIPE SUPPORT DESIGN

The Petitioners allege that "different" or " multiple
sets" of design criteria were used to certify the design of a

pipe support, and that TU Electric's testimony to the contrary

constitutes a material false statement. 11/
This allegation is erroneous. Different or multiple

sets of design criteria were not used to certify an individual
pipe support. As explained in the CPSES OL Proceeding, each pipe

support group was required to comply with the governing

provisions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Code and Project Specification NS-46A. 2D/ However, each

group was permitted to achieve compliance with these provisions

by using its own methodology (which some witnesses called " design

criteria," and still other witnesses and the ASLB called " design
approaches"). 21/ Although the design methodologies differed

11/ Petition, pp. 9, 11.

10/ Applicants' Exhibit 142, p. 9; Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 12-13;
Tr. 5014, 5279.

| 21/ There is no universally-accepted definition of the term
" design criteria." Witnesses in both the ASLBi

proceeding and the DCL proceeding sometimes used the
term " design criteria" interchangeably with the term
" design approaches." For example, TU Electric
testified in the CPSES OL proceeding that each pipe,

| (continued...)

_ _ _ _ _ _
- -
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| from group to group, only the methodology of the responsible

design group was used in certifying an individual support. 22/
The ASLB in the CPSES OL proceeding acknowledged this situation

:$
and found it to be acceptable 22/, and there is nothing in the *

quotations cited by the Petitioners 21/ which is inconsistent
-

with the ASLB's findings.

21/(... continued)
support group utilize the same " project specifications
and ASME Code requirements" to design pipe supports,
and that each group employed " design criteria which
comply with those specifications." Applicants'
Exhibit 142, p. 9. Similarly, the NRC Staff submitted
an NRC inspection report into evidence before the ASLB
which stated that each of the three pipe support design
groups utilized the ASME Code and Specification MS-46A
(which the inspection report refers to as " design
criteria"), and that " differences in engineering
approaches occurred between the three parallel pipe
support groups." Staff Exhibit 207, pp.12-13. Citing
both TU Electric's and the NRC Staff's exhibits, the
ASLB concluded that the ASME Code and Specification MS-
46A provided the " design criteria" for the three pipe
support design groups and that differences occurred in
the design approaches utilized by the groups to satisfy
these design criteria. Texas Utilities Generating Co.
(Comanche Peak Steam El;ctric Station, Units 1 and 2),
LBP-83-81, 18 NRC 1410, 1440-51 (1983). Thus, although
the terminology before the ASLB (and the DOL) was not
consistent, the substance of the testimony was
consistent.

22/ Applicants' Exhibit 142, p. 9; Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 12-13.
Similar statements appear in the Oral Deposition of David M.
Rencher (May 29, 1987) pp. 260, 264, 270, in the DOL
Proceeding.

22/ Texas Utilities Generating Co. (Comanche Peak Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), LEP-83-81, 18 NRC 1410, 1428-29
(1933).

21/ Petition, pp. 9-11.

|
. _ _ _ . - . . - - . - - . - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - ^ - ^ ' ~ ~ - - - - - ~ ~ - - ~ ' ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ~ ~ ^ ^ ' ~ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~
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As a basis for their allegation that individual pipe
supports were soretimes certified using multiple sets of " design
criteria" (or " design approaches" in the lexicon of the ASLB),

Petitioners refer to statements made in Mr. Hasan's DOL
proceeding by TU Electric employees. These individuals stated

that pipe support design packages were sometimes " rejected" from

one design group to another group, which would then certify the
pipe support designs using different criteria than the first

group. 25/

The testimony in the DOL proceeding cited by

Petitioners does not indicate that " multiple" or "different"
design criteria or approaches were utilized in the certification

of a design of a single pipe support. Instead, this testimony

stdted that the responsibility for the design of a pipe support
was transferred from one design group to another group, which

.

then certified the design package for the support using its

methodology rather than the methodology of the first group. For

example, the Petitioners cite the deposition of George
Chamberlain in the DOL proceeding. 21/ In pages 182-183 of

his Jeposition, Mr. Chamberlain testified as follows:

Q. (BY MR. KOHN) Do you remember site
engineering groups changing the scope of the work on
Richmond inserts?

li/ Petition, pp. 9-11.

21/ Petition, p. Il fn. 9.

_ _ _ _ _ _
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A. Yes. As I stated yesterday, ITT Grinnell did
hcVe design criteria for Richmond inserts used innot

conjunction with tube steel; and, therefore, any
supports that had been redesigned in using that type of
connection by the field engineering group in the course
of construction had to be transferred over to the site
group because they did have criteria for it, addressing
it.

* * *

Q. (BY MR. KOHN) If anyone worked in two
different groups, vould that be common knowledge?

* * *

A. Since most of the engineers also probably did
some assistance in field problems, I would say that
generally mest of them were aware of the different
organizations' design criteria, because they would want
to make sure that any design changes that they were
initiating would in the end meet that particular
organization's design guidelines. Each organization
had to certify their own hangers to their own
guidelines.

The Petitioners also cite pages 120-121 of the testimony of David

Rencher in the DOL proceeding 22/ for the proposition that

pipe supports were being transferred from one design group to
another. However, immediately following this testimony, at pages
124-125 of the transcript, Mr. Rancher testified as follows:

BY MR. FOLKOFF:

Q. During the time period that Mr. h.;an worked
under your supervision at Comanche Peak, how many
different sets of design criteria vera in place?

A. There were three.

Q. What were they?

A. ITT Grenelle [ sic), NPSI, and the PSE design
guidelines.

11/ Petition, pp. 11-12.

_
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Q. And did they differ one to another in certain
respects?

A. Yes, they did.

Q. Bu: T take it each pipe that was qualified
had to be caal.!!ed under one of the three different
sets of cr.cen 2. Right?

A. That is correct.

Thus, the testimony and deposition in the DOL proceeding cited by
the Petitioners clearly states tnat, even though transfers of

responsibility of the design of pipe supports did occur, only one

set of design criteria or approaches would be used to certify any
particular pipe support.

In summary, each of the three pipe support design

groups utilized the ASME Code and Specification MS-46A (which the

ASLB referred to as " design criteria") in certifying the design
of pipe supports. Thus, even after design responsibility for a
pipe support was transferred from one group to another, the

support was still required to comply wi.. the ASME Code and
Specification MS-46A. The transfer of design responsibility from
one group to another did result in the application of a

methodology (which the ASLB referred to as " design approaches"

and various other individuals referred to as " design criteria")
"

by the second group that was not the same as would have been

applied by the first group. However, the second group had the

responsibility for certifying the design of the entire support,
and only its " design approaches" or " design criteria" (and not

those of the first group) were utilized in performing the
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certification. Thus, "different" or " multiple" criteria or
i

approaches were not utilized in certifying an individual support.

3.2.3 PETITIONERS' ALLEGATIONS RELATED TO THE TRANSFER
OF DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY FROM ONE GROUP TO ANOTK2R
GROUP

The Petitioners cite three statements by a TU Electric
manager which they claim are false. 23/ In particular, the !

_

Petitioners allege that each of the following statements
constitute material false statements: '

1) ". The changes made [to the pipe support designs). .

will go to the original design-organization and they
:will review it and make their own calculations for that '

change . I might point out that after the final. .

review of these drawings, they are stamped and signed
by an engineer with the origina1 design organization

.

. Afcer all the field changes are incorporated in the.

drawing and the drawing goes through final review from
the as-built loading, the drawing will be stamped and
signed certified by the original desien organization .

[E]ach organization that designs supports will be -

. .
! responsible for certifying that the support is good for
|. the as-built loads . [These organizations) would be. .
; ITT Grinnell, NPSI . and my organization, Pipe. .

| Support Engineering." ASLB Tr. 4971, 4985-4986, 5013
| (emphasis added (by the Petitioners]).r

2H/ The Petitioners also quote two statements by the ASLB, and
they argue that these statements are additional examples of
material false statements by TU Electric. Petition, pp. 4-
5, 5-6. Obviously, TU Electric cannot be held responsible,

| for statements made by the ASLB. In any event, as is clear
from reading the entire passage (the Petitioners have
excised many relevant passages), the firsc statement quoted
by the Petitioners on pages 4-5 of their petition was based
upon statements made by the NRC Staff in the Special
Inspection Team (SIT) Inspection Report, not upon statements
made by TU Electric. Similarly, the second statement quoted
by the Petitioners on pages 5-6 of their petition was also
based largely on the SIT Inspection Report; it also
referenced TU Electric prepared testimony for the
proposition that each pipe support design group had its own
scope of responsibility (which clearly was correct).

.__ . _ _ . _. . . - . _ . . . - . .
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2) "As I previously testified design changes are
subject to review by the responsible design
organizations. (Tr. 4970-71)." Egg Affidavit of John
C. Finneran, Jr. regarding Stability of Pipe Supports
and Piping Systems, dated June 17, 1984 at p. 14
(emphasis added (by the Petitioners]).

3) three organizatiors (NPSI, ITT-Grinnell, and PSE). . .

had " separate and distinct responsibilities for tne
design of pipe supports" and all design changes are
" returned to the original designer for correction and
rechecking . San Affidavit of D.N. Chapman, J.C."

. .

Finneran, Jr., D.E. Powers, R.P. Deubler, Jr., and A.T.
Parker regarding Quality Assurance Program for Design
of Piping and Pipe Supports for Comanche Peak Steam
Electric Station, stated (sicj July 3, 1984, at pp. 13,36.

The Petitioners allege that these statements are false because

pipe support design packages were transferred from one design

group to another group for certification. 12/
Petitioners' allegation is misplaced. The transfer of

design packages was explicitly authorized by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion III and ANSI N45.2.11-1974. In particular, b

"

Appendix B states thats

(d]esign changes, including field changes shall be
subject to design control measures commens, urate with
those applied to the original design and be approved by 1

the organization that performed the original design
unless the applicant designates another responsible
nrganization. (Emphasis Added)

Similarly, ANSI N45.2.11-1974 1Q/ states that:

[w]here an organization which originally was
responsible for approving a particular design document

21/ Petition, p. 9.

1Q/ For construction, TU Electric has been committed to Draft 2,
~ Rev. 2 of ANSI N45.2.11 (May 1973), which contains an

identical statement.
l

1

-
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.

is no longer responsible, the plant owner shall
designate the new responsible organization . . .

In addition, the statements cited by Petitioners track

very closely the language that is contained in the design control
procedures then in existence. For examples

o The CPSES Quality Assurance Plan, Section 3.0.2, stated ~

that "(c]hanges to design specifications or documents
are reviewed and approved by the same individual or
group responsible for original review and approval."
The CPSES Quality Assurance Plan, Section 3.0.3, statedo
that "(c)hanges to the design are documented, reviewed,
ar.d approved by the original designers commensurate
with the controls applied to the original design."

o Procedure CP-EP-4.6, " Field Design Change Control,"
Rev. 8, Section 3.2.2, stated that "[f)ield originated
design changes / deviations shall be approved by the
original designer's designated site representative

o Procedure CP-EI-4.5-4, " Technical Services Engineering
Instruction for Pipe Hanger Design Review and
Certification," Rev. 4, Section 3.1.1, stated that

_"(s]ite generated design changes to vendor supplied
pipe supports shall be reviewed for structural
acceptability and compliance with applicable code
requirements by representatives of the original. . .

design organizations in accordance with their
respective engineering programs."

f Thus, the language quoted by Petiticners is consistent with

Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.11 and the design control procedures used
at CPSES.

Petitioners have selectively quoted from the transcript
'

and affidavits. For examplt, the first statement quoted by

Petitioners employs ellipses to omit 42 pages of transcript, and

the third statement quoted by Petitioners omits 23 pages of the
cited affidavit. More importantly, the Petitioners have

'

1
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selectively excised statements from their quotations which are
inconsistent with their argument. For example, with respect to

their third statement quoted above, the Petitioners imply that TU

Electric did not inform the ASLB that design responsibility for
pipa supports was tranzferred from one group to another.

However, TU Electrie did discuss in general how responsibilities
for pipe supports had evolved over time. That discussion

occurred on the very page cited by the Petitioners (i.e., page 13
of the affidavit in question). Furthermore, during the hearings,
TU Electric explicitly stated that "[t]here were changes in
scope, in some of the work." Tr. 5048 11/

Petitioners have also lifted TU Electric's statements
out of their context. The Petitioners cite passages in TU

Electric's testimony and affidavits which stated that the review

and certification of field changes would be performed by the
" original design organization." Petitleners argue that the use

of the term " original design organization" is inconsistent with

the fact that design responsibility for the entire support was on
occasion transferred from one design group to another. However,

the subject and purpose of the testimony was to clarify that
field design changes were always approved by the design

21/ The Petitioners also assert that page 36 of the affidavit in
question states that "all design changes are ' returned to
the original designer for correction and rechecking. '"

. .In actuality, this portion of the affidavit was not
referring to review of field design changes. Instead, as is
clearly stated on pages 35 and 36 of the affidavit, the
statements in question pertained to design verification of
" initial support design."

|
1
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organization responsible for the entire design. There was no

statement or indication that design responsibility had not been

or was forever prohibited from being transferred from one design
group to another. In fact, other passages in TU Electric's

testimony before the ASLB stated that the review and

certification would be performed by the " responsible design
organization." 22/ For example, at pages 4957 to 4958 of the

transcript of the CPSES OL proceeding, the TU Electric witness

testified as follows:

JUDGE McCOLLOM: Did the field engineers decide
what the change was going to be?

WITNESS FINNERAN: Yes, they do.

JUDGE MILLER: They did. We're talking about a
specific area now.

WITNESS FINNERAN: Yeah.

JUDGE MILLER: Okay.

JUDGE McCOLLGM: All right, and yet they are
not responsible for determining whether it's stable or
not?

WITNESS FINNERAN: No. They just document what
they have done, and that documentation will go on to
the responsible design organization for the support,

12/ Applicants' Exhibit 142, pp. 34-35; Tr. 4954, 4957-58;
Affidavit of John C. Finneran, Jr., Regarding Stability of
Pipe Supports and Piping Systems (June 17, 1984) pp. 14, 23;
Affidavit of D.N. Chapman, J.C. Finneran, Jr., D.E. Powers,
R.P. Deubler, R.E. Ballard, Jr., and A.T. Parker Regarding
Quality Assurance Program for Design of Piping and Pipe
Supports for Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station (July 3,

i 1984), p. 51. Additionally, in other cases, TU Electric
! stated that the review of field changes would be performed
j by the " proper design organization." Tr. 5184, 5185-86.

. -
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and they will review what the field engineers have
done.

JUDGE McCOLLOM: The responsible design
organization is the one that designed the original one?

WITNESS FINNERAN: Yes. In the particular case
of the support I'm alluding to in March, I think the
original design organization was ITT.

I think there's some confusion as to how the field
group operates. They have no design responsibility.

All they do is interface with the craft and make
changes, document those changes; and that change will
then ce reviewed by the responsible design
organization.

If the responsible design organization decides
that the change that the field made is not appropriate,
then we will modify the support in accordance with
their request.

The subject raised by the Petitioners (transfer of design
responsibility) was not even at issue at the time the statements
were made.

The quotations cited by the Petitioners were made in

response to questions related to the " iterative design process."
The iterative design process was a major factor associated with

the Walsh/Doyle issues in the CPSES OL proceeding. One of the

concerns involving the iterative design process dealt with

whether changes authorized by field engineerir.g (which did not

have design responsibility) were subject to review and

certification by a responsible design organization to ensure that

any deficiencies introduced by the field changes would be
identified and corrected.

The NRC established a Special Inspection Team (SIT) to

investigate the Walsh/Doyle issues, including the issues related
to the iterative design process. The SIT concluded that each of

i
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the alleged design deficiencies identified by Walsh/Doyle
pertained to designs that had not yet completed the itarative
design process. The SIT also concluded that TU Electric had

appropriate procedures governing the iterative design process,
and that these procedures would ensure correction of the

identified deficiencies. In particular, the NRC Staff found that

field changes authorized by field engineers were subject to

review by the " responsible pipe support design group" to ensure

that the stresses on the supports would be acceptable. 22/
The NRC Staff offered the SIT inspection report into evidence in

the CPSES OL proceeding to address this issue before the ASLB.

Similarly, TC Electric presented testimony and affidavits on this

issue in the CPSES OL proceeding. Each of the quotations cited

| by Petitioners was made in the context of a discussion of the

iterative design process. In particular, the quotations

addressed whether field changes authorized by field engineering

would be subject to review and approval by a responsible pipe

| support design group.
i

i It was in this context that TU Electric witnesses
sometimes stated that changes authorized by field engineers were

subject to review and certification by the original design
organization. These statements paraphrased the language in

Appendix B, ANSI N45.2.11, and the CPSES design control

procedures. Additionally, these statements accurately reflected
|

22/ NRC Staff Exhibit 207, pp. 13-16.

.__ _ __.
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that design groups (and not field engineers) were utilized for
certification of pipe supports at CPSES. TU Electric witnesses

were never asked to discuss natters related to the transfer of
design responsibility of individual supports, and never claimed
that transfers of design responsibility had not occurred.

Furthermore, transfer of responsibility for individual pipe
supports was not at issue before the ASLB, and there was no

reason to discuss particular instances of such transfers since

the ASLB was admittedly aware that the scope of responsibility of
the three design groups had changed over time.

Therefore, TU Electric's statements were entirely
appropriate and directed to the issue in question before the
ASLB. The transfer of design responsibility from one group to
another was not the issue, or material to the issue, being
decided by the ASLB. Thus, allegations that TU Electric made

" material falsc statements" are clearly in error.

4. CQNCLUSTONS

During the last eight years, the Petitioners, their
clients (including Mr. Hasan), and others have raised allegations;

!

regarding the transfer of pipe support design packages among

design organizations and the use of different design criteria or
; approaches. These allegations have repeatedly been determined to
!

; have no safety significance.
|

Having failed to prevail on behalf of Mr. Hasan in

other forums, the Petitioners now appear to be taking a new

I
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tactic by raising allegations that TU Electric has committed
material false statements. These allegations are nothing more
than a ' rehash of old allegations in a new form. The TU Electric
statements cited by the Petitioners accurately reflected that
field changes were reviewed by design groups. Furthermore, the

Petitioners have misinterpreted and mischaracterized these

statements, have selectively quoted from the testimony and
affidavits of TU Electric, and have taken statements out of
context. In short, the statements do not say what the
Petitioners purport that they state.

.

. _ _


